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The Three-Day Forecast 

Today: Mostly sunny, 
High 66, Low 50 

Wednesday: Cloudy, 
High 64, Low 49 
Thursday: Showers, 
High 64, Low 49 

Male Suspect 
Tries to Assault 

GU Student 
Assailant Still at Large 

In 34th Street Attack 

By Jean WEINBERG 
Hoya STAFF WRITER   

Anunidentified male assailant attempted to sexu- 
ally assaulta female Georgetown student at 12:30 
a.m. early Friday morning ata pay phone in front of 
1217 34th St., between M and Prospect Streets, 

according to Lt. Patrick Burke of Metropolitan 
Police. The suspectis still at large. 

The Metro report describes the assailant as an 
Italian-looking white malein his early twenties with 
short curly dark hair, sideburns, and an olive com- 
plexion. He was wearing a white button down shirt 
and khaki pants. He is not a reputed criminal and 
Metro does not think he has been responsible for 
other recent crimes in the area. : 

The woman, whose name the police will not 

release because the cases stillunderinvestigation, 

was alone using a pay phone when the assailant 
came up behind her, grabbed her and lifted up her 
dress and grabbed a hold of her underwear, ac- 

cording to the police report. The victim yelled, and 
the assailant, upon seeing a male witness, ran up 
35th Street. The witness’ name was not available 
from the Metro police report. 

The victim said she was walking from one 
friend’s house to another when the incident hap- 
pened, according to Carolyn Hurwitz, coordi- 
nator of Sexual Assault Services. The victim had 
been walking by herself for one and a half blocks 
after having parted from her friends when she 
stopped to use the phone. 
Chief William Tucker of DPS said they distrib- 

uted fliers on-campus in dorms and in the library 
and Student Affairs distributed fliers in off-cam- 
pus areas like Burleith and West Georgetown. 
The fliers contained all the information about the 
attempted assault. The flier said alert in bold 
letters across the top of it and-provided a sum- 
mary of the attempted assault with details about 
the assailant’s appearance. 

Hurwitz, said the male witness was a Georgetown 
graduate student but did not release his name in 
order to protect his privacy. 

TueiHova 
Georgetown’s Newspaper of Record Since 1920 
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COURTESY OF BRIAN VAUGHT 

Ramona, ringmaster of the Bindlestiff Family Cirkus, leads the troupe in a show Friday in Red Square that shocked and offended some. 
  

By SEAN GORMLEY 
Hoya Starr WRITER 

A show by the Bindlestiff Family Cirkusin Red 
Square Friday turned ugly as one member exposed 
himself, and others did other bizarre acts such as 

eatingbugs. Organizers from the Junior Class Com- 
mittee, which sponsored the event, said they had not 

anticipated such a performance. 
Director of Student Organizations Martha 

Swanson said, “We invited them to perform,” but 
the group failed tomention “some of the less attrac- 
tiveacts:’ i Ra aa AN . 

The proceedings chafed some ofthe morethan 150 
students gatheredaround the mini-stage, along withthe 
administrators wholearned of the day’sevents. 

The event was intended to bring “something 
different” to the Georgetown campus on a nice 

  

spring day, according to the Junior Class Committee 
co-chair Trevor Rusin (SES ’00), who organized 

theeventwith Ben Vaught (COL 00) and co-chair 
Gibb Hordes (SES ’00). 

According toRusin, the Family Cirkus advertised 
itselfashaving “circus tricksand a funny dialogue,” 
includinga “humantoolbox,” aperformer swallow- 
ingacoathangerand other funny skits. 

The “human toolbox,” Kinko, shoved a screw- 

driver six inches into his nose, and Ramona, the 

ringleader of the troupe, atelive crickets and worms. 
“Idon’tknow whatkind of family itis,” Swanson 

“+ saidofbrother-sisteractieading the performance. 
The highlight, however, was the man who, in 

Rusin’s words, “stuck acigarin his buttcrack.” A 

maletroop member litacigar, turned away from the 
audience, pulled his pants down, and stuck the cigar 
between his buttocks. Ramona proceeded touse a 

‘Family Cirkus’ Not Family Friendly 
Red Square Show Involves Bug-Eating, Bare Bottoms 

whiptoslice the cigarinto three sections. 
Rusin described this act as being “a little bit 

much,” saying many people in the audience were 
disgusted. 

Headded, “They didn’t give a good description 
of what [the circus was] about. . . [and] we told them 

their act had to be toned down after we saw their 
costumes.” 

Despite not knowing of the troupe’s antics be- 
forehand, Vaught left a message on Swanson’s 
voicemail after Friday’ sevent, saying thathe apolo- 
gized forthe display thathad no place on campus. 

# + The Junior Class Committee will not be held 

responsible for the act, according to Swanson, 

because neither the Office of Student Organizations 
nor the Junior Class Committee anticipated a freak 
circusinstead of afamily circus. 

See FAMILY CIRKUS,; ». 6 

See SEXUAL ASSAULT, ». 5       

Lawton Leaves Legacy 

Of Academic Growth 
By Sonya V. CHAwLA 
AND ELizABETH KHALIL 
Hoya STAFF WRITERS 
  

The summer of 1999 will mark the de- 
parture of Robert B. Lawton, S.J., Dean of 

Georgetown College, who will assume the 

presidency of LoyolaMarymount Univer- 
sity in Los Angeles, Calif. It will also mark 
the 10-year anniversary of his arrival atthe 
university. While Lawton’s presence on 
campus may not have affected each 
Georgetown studentdirectly, those 10 years 
have been marked by his efforts toimprove 
the school for all of them. 

“Ibelieve this place has the potential to 
be the greatest undergraduate institutionin 
the country,” said Lawton. Pursuing this 

goal is at the heart of the legacy Lawton 
leaves behind. One priority Lawton set for 
his tenure was improving the state of the 
sciences and performing arts on campus. 
Tothatend, he commissioned the Fine and 

Performing Arts Five-Year Plan, which 

offers an approach to augmenting 
Georgetown’s artistic resources. The sci- 
ences counterpart is the Division of Sci- 
ences Five-Year Plan, which offers sug- 

gestions forimproving the university’s sci- 
entific programs. 

Butthe dean’s vehement drive to pro- 
mote these neglected departments on 
campus contrasts with his personal im- 
age. With a quiet and soft-spoken de- 

  

meanor, Lawton hopes that his friends 

will see him as a man who always lis- 
tened. Whether or not he agreed with 
what others said, he says he constantly 
tried to be an open ear to different ideas, 
opinions and views. 

In fact, itis the endless conversations 

and discussions with faculty, alumni, stu- 

dents and staff in his office that made his 
large and tastefully ornamented room in 
White Gravenor his favorite place on 
campus. After a thoughtful pause, he 
called his office “almost a sacred place” 
thathas provided him the opportunity to 
connect, affect and be affected by many 
different people. 
Though Lawton lives in New South, a 

freshman dorm, and holds a position that 
directly influences students, undergradu- 
ates may not always have been able to 
see Lawton the way he describes him- 
self. He is aman who loves Cézanne and 
Van Gogh (a print of “Starry Night” 
hangs in his office), who sets out to jog 
every other day at 7 a.m. for an hour 
(and an hour and a half on weekends), 

and who looks forward to going out to 
dinner not so much for the food, but for 

the chance to engage in conversation for 
longer than his regularly scheduled 10- 
30 minute meeting increments during the 
working day. 

Those characteristics may be un- 
See LAWTON, ». ?   
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GU To Cut 

Protestant 

Chaplains 
Budget Issues Prompt 

Reduction of Staff 

By Tom JOHNSON 
Hoya STAFF WRITER   

The university has decided not to renew the 
annual contracts of four senior members of Campus 
Ministry. As aresult, there will no longer be any full- 
time Protestant ministers at Georgetown. 

Due to budgetary constraints, Adam Bunnell, 
OFM, university chaplain and head of campus min- 
istry, decided earlier this month not to renew the 

contracts. Bruce Epperly, senior Protestant chap- 
lain, whose contract will notbe renewed, announced 

the decision for the first time at his evening services 
Sunday. 

The four ministers are Epperly, Cynthia Woods, 
Protestant Chaplain, John Kelly, S.J. and Jeremy 
Young, Minister of Music. According to Kelly, 
campus ministry has not officially announced the 
decision, butit will probably be discussed at a staff 
meeting Wednesday. 

Bunnell did not respond to messages left at his 
officeandhome Monday. Epperly was in Baltimore, 
and Woods did notrespond to a message left at her 
office. 

University spokesperson Dan Wackerman did 
not know the particular reasons for the campus 
ministry decision, except that the department, like 
many at Georgetown, had been evaluating its 
budget. 

Itisunclear who, if anyone, will replace the four 

campus ministers. Kelly, achaplaininresidence at 
LXR and chaplain of the McDonough School of 
Business, said there will be a “redistribution among 

the staff” of his duties. He said thatone possibility for 
_ the other ministersis toreplace them with part-time 
workers. 

“The student leadership recognizes that thisisa 
hard time, and we don’t feel [allowing the ministers’ 
contracts to lapse] is the right way to go necessar- 
ily,” said Jeff Jaynes (COL ’00), co-chair of the 
Protestant Ministry Leadership Team. “It is our 

See CAMPUS MINISTRY, ». 6 

Leavey CD Sale To Benefit Kosovar Refugees 
By Tina MoRIN 
Hoya STAFF WRITER 

A used CD sale held this week to benefit 

Kosovarrefugeeshasalready raised $1,000, 
according to Tim Sheldon (COL ’01). 

Sheldon is a co-founder of Hoya Humani- 
tarians, an on-campus service organization 

founded this year, whichis sponsoring the 
sale. Profits from the sale in the Leavey 
Program Room, which began yesterday 
and will end on Wednesday, will be do- 

nated to the American Red Cross. 

Sheldon said that more than 400 CDs 

have been donated to the sale, primarily by 

students, and more are expected to come 

in. Inaddition to CDs, Sheldon said Hoya 

Humanitarians has also received a 5-disc 

CD changer, a CD player, amusic video, 
cassettes, a $20 Blockbuster giftcard and 
CD cases for the sale. 

“My goal before we started the sale was 
$2,500,” Sheldon said. Depending on the 

  

number of CDs that come in over the next 

two days and the prices at which they are 
sold, it is quite possible that the sale will 
exceed that goal, he said. 

According to Sheldon, while the major 

contributors were undergraduate students, 

many people donated anonymously and 
several organizations, including acappella 
groups the Georgetown Chimes and the 
Gracenotes and campus band Sunset 116, 
had pledged to donate CDs. 

Sheldon said that he walked through 
dorms to collect the CDs and other items 
from students. In addition, he said, there 

was a collection box in the VPS office. 

the American Red Cross to receive the 

Hoya Humanitarians determined the 
prices of the CDs based on their popularity 
and condition, Sheldon said. He added that 
the CD prices are not negotiable, although 
they may go down as the sale goes on. 
Visitors to the sale report that prices range 
from $1 CD singles to $10 CDs, by artists 
such as Sublime and The Mighty Mighty 
Bosstones. However, he said the prices of 

the larger items, specifically the two CD 
players, were open to negotiation. 

Sheldon said Hoya Humanitarians chose 

sale’s proceeds because itis amajor orga- 
nization thatis “activeintheregion” and has 
a “reputation of getting things done.” He 
said he and his organization felt “safe” in 
giving the money to the American Red 
Cross, because they felt the money would 
be used to help Kosovo refugees. 

“We’re so fortunate,” said Peter Frantz 

(COL ’02), one of the students who was 

working atthe CD saleMonday. “It’sasmall 
thing to dotodonateaCD orbuyaCD...to 
help make other peoples’ lives better.” 

Sheldon said the CD sale was “something 
everyone could contributeto... whetherit’s 
by donating orbuying [CDs].” He said there 
was a possibility of making the CD sale an 
annual event, expandingitto include other 
items suchas videos and movies and chang- 

ing the cause toreflectcurrentsituations. 
Sheldon sold his own CDs at a table in 

New South last year to benefit the D.C. 
Schools Programafterit was announced that 
funding for the program would be reduced. 

Thesale will continue today and tomorrow 

  

  
Tim LLEWELLYN/THE HovA 

Students browse through CDs on sale in the Leavey Program room Monday. 

HoyaHumanitarians, a GU service group, is donating proceeds tothe Red Cross. 
  

from 12to6p.m.inthel eavey ProgramRoom. 

  

  

INSIDE 
* Rebecca Sinderbrand gives suggesstions 
to graduating seniors. See Viewpoint, page 3. 

  

AMANDA WARD/T HE Hoya 

e Liz Khalil writes about the road less 

travelled, as more seniors choose volunteerism over 

high-paying jobs. See Features, page 10. 

e Women’s Lacrosse beat No. 3 James 

Madison Sunday, 10-8. See Sports, page 1S.    
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Promoting Freedom of Taste 
The Bindlestiff Family Cirkus put Red Square’s 

status as a zone of free speech to the test with its 
performance Friday. (See ‘Family Cirkus’ not Fam- 
ily Friendly,” page 1) The performance aroused 

different questions than the forum earlier in the week 

in which Dean of Students James A. Donahue and 
students focused on the freedom of the press. Rather, 

Friday’s performance brought up questions of free- 
dom relating to taste. 

The Bindlestiff circus was, for lack of a better 

word, an adult circus. They presented a Howard 

Stern-like, shocking genre of circus entertainment. 
Although many were shocked by the act, it merely 

reflected the freedom of expression that is the 
essence of a true university experience. Putting all 

rumors aside — this is what happened in one of the 
acts: The hostess, dressed in a hot pink, vinyl body 

suit, used a whip to cut a cigar placed between a 
man’s buttocks. 

The Junior Class Committee sponsored the event. 

Accordingto Keith Everhart (COL’ 00), an organizer 

of the event, the class committee foresaw extra 

money in their budget, so they wanted to bring 
something to new to Georgetown. 

“We knew it wasn’t a kitty circus,” Everhart. 

“...We knew they did adult humor.” 

With $800 and a dream, the committee members 

brought something new to Georgetown. Their choice, 
for sure, shocked the university. According to orga- 
nizers, the people in the crowd said it was different, 

cooland interesting. The rainy weather didn’t damper 

the attention or the spirits of the viewers who were 

enthralled by the performance. More than 100 people 

stood in the rain to watch the new kind of entertain- 

ment at Georgetown. 

The act caught people’s attention for reasons other 

than itsraunchiness. It grabbed the attention of many 

students because it wasn’t your average Georgetown 

event. The act wasn’t subdued like an appearance by 

the Chimes. Nor was it “cultural” like an Interna- 

tional-week event. The beauty and large turnout of 

the event, in fact, lay within the fact that it was neither 

subdued nor refined. Some students are tired of the 

standard fare that the university has to offer. 

According to organizers, administrators were up- 
set about the controversial nature of the event. But 
the event wasn’t intended for administrators, and the 

students who attended, for the most part, seemed to 

be having fun. With all due respect to the administra- 
tion, the purpose of a university is to provide a forum 
for as many forms of expression as possible, not just 

the ones that are universally palatable. 

The circus family and other forms of entertainment 

that are foreign to Georgetown should be given the 
same respect as the Chimes and the concert choir — 

if only because many students enjoy the acts. 

Prospective students visiting Georgetown Friday 

musthave had adifferent impression of the university 

when they saw the performance. If so, it was for the 
better. What an amazing concept—a university that 

offers different forms of expression. 

The Junior Class Committee offered a needed 
form of expression to Georgetown. We can’t wait to 

see what else they have in store for Georgetown. 

Solving Poster Problems 
In light ofthe University Provost Dorothy Brown's 

recent offer of $500 to the person who can create the 

best solution to the poster problem on campus, THE 
Hoya editorial board has decided to address the 
burning question of how to reduce the gratuitous use 
of posters around campus (“Provost: Poster Prac- 
tices Pose Problem,” April 16, page 1). After all, the 

present situation of organizations advertising their 

meetings and events by strategically placing signs in 

places like Red Square, where most students will see 
them, is so shocking and scandalous that it demands: 
an immediate solution. 

Here are some possible alternatives to the present 

system: 

1. Skywriting/banners from planes — Since the 
Georgetown campus is burdened with the close 
proximity of Ronald Reagan National Airportand the 
constant barrage of planes flying overhead, 

Georgetown should put these annoyances to good 

use. Instead of justaddingto the noise pollution of the 

city, these planes could trail banners with messages 
like “It’s so easy, vote Palmese.” Better yet, they 

could skywrite messages—can’tyoujustseeit? The 

words “Did you know there was a student bar on 
campus? Hoya’s Thursday nights” hovering above 
the D.C. skyline would be an appealing way to beatify 
the campus as well as eliminate unnecessary waste. 

2. Computer chips in students’ heads— These tiny 

chips would be painlessly installed in the heads of 
incoming students at convocation as an extension of 

the existing ceremony. All messages from clubs and 

   

      

organizations would be transmitted by Micro-Par- 
ticle-Blasters (MPBs), instantly informing students 

while using the most advanced technology around. 

3. Prophecy — In accordance with Georgetown’s 

Catholic tradition, messages could be delivered by 

prophets. Robe-clad men wandering around Red 
Square could foretell upcoming meetings of the Irish 
American Society. This would both solve the poster 

problem and reinforce Catholic ideology. 

4. Natural disasters — Since we’re on the topic of 

religion, we could learn a few:things from the Bible. 
Forexample, Georgetown could use the whole natu- 

ral disaster theme to finally put an end to the poster 

plague. Earthquakes could signal the coming of the 
next Georgetown Program Board concert. Locusts 

could warn students that the new ICC Coffee Cart is 

having it’s grand opening. The Potomac River run- 

ning red would indicate the resignation of Senior 

Associate Dean of Students Penny Rue. 

5.Squirrels—Once again, Georgetown could reap 

the benefits of its natural surroundings by dispatching 

the squirrels that dominate the wildlife of this campus 

to spread the messages of the Georgetown commu- 

nity. The next time a squirrel approaches you with 

thatstartled look inits eyes, maybe it’snot seeking the 

lastcrumbs of your bagel —itcould bereminding you 

to vote in the upcoming GUSA elections. 

6. Last, but certainly not least, we could forgo the 

practice of posting messages altogether. Afterall, we 

don’treallyneed reminders to go on-campus speeches 

and other events. No one goes to them anyway.   
ThekHoya 
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Students Upset by Chaplain Dismissals 
To THE EDITOR: 

We are writing to express our frustration with the Office 
of Campus Ministry and other high level administrators, 
who decided last week to let go four of the most influential 
and respected religious leaders at Georgetown. In a vain 
attempt to “cut spending” on the part of campus ministry, 
Rev. Bruce G. Epperly, Rev. Cynthia Woods, John Kelly, S.J., 
and Jeremy Young were relieved of their duties. All of these 
vacant position are supposedly going to be filled with part- 
time employees. 

The most affected community is the Protestant faith, 
which is losing both of its pastors. Both Epperly and Woods 
are admired for their religious work on and off campus and 
have befriended many students who rely on their guidance 
and strong religious faith. Epperly coordinates a student 
volunteer program at the So Others Might Eat soup kitchen, 
while Woods works closely with the Georgetown University 
Gospel Choir, which performs at least two free concerts for 
the Georgetown community each year. 

In regards to the dismissal of Kelly, we see yet another 
example of how some of Georgetown’s most popular Jesuits 
are relieved of their duties unjustly. Kelly has participated 
in Georgetown’s Confirmation program, has been a chap- 

lain-in-residence in New South, helping welcome first-year 
students and has been very active in the retreat program. He 
has also led the Catholic Living Project for the last three 
years. In addition, Kelly has been the prefect of chapel and 
serves as the chaplain for the McDonough School of 
Business. 

Young has served the Georgetown community as the 
minister of music for the Office of Campus Ministry for the 
last few years. Under his guidance, students have been able 

to share their musical talent at religious gatherings. His 
tireless support and dedication has enabled a group of 
undergraduate students to produce a CD of their work. 

Given that this latest action will negatively affect a large 
segment of the Georgetown community, we ask the follow- 
ing question: Why weren’t students consulted or informed 
about this latest decision by the Office of Campus Ministry? 
Futhermore, how will part-time employees meet the spiritual 
needs of so many students? We as students should not 
allow this action to go unchallenged. 

WiLLiam L. Garcia (SES 99) 
Mark I. Drerruss (SFS ’99) 
APRIL 25, 1999 

  

To THE EDITOR: 
It has come to our attention that the chaplain of the 

university and coordinator of the “Christian mission” on 
campus, Adam Bunnell, O.F.M., has decided to allow the 

contracts of Protestant Chaplains Bruce Epperly and Cynthia 
Woods, as well as those of McDonough School of Business 
Chaplain John Kelly, S.J., and Minister of Music Jeremy 
Young to expire at the end of the year. We wholeheartedly 
protest this most unfair decision. 

The elimination of Epperly and Woods will leave the 
Protestant ministry virtually vacant, in effect denying the 
Protestant students on campus a forum for worship and 
spiritual support. This decision is antithetical to the Chris-- 
tian notion of tolerance and acceptance that this Jesuit 
university stands for. It is ethically indefensible. 

Not only is this decision fundamentally unfair to the 
Protestant students on campus, but it is also an injustice to 
those whose contracts will not be renewed. Epperly has 
served the Protestant community on campus faithfully for 17 

years. Whatever the motivations or reasoning, it is not right 
or Christian to allow his contract to expire so suddenly and 
without warning. We sincerely hope that the administration 
will reconsider this decision. 

DoucgLas WarpLow (COL ’01) 
MAUREEN CoGHLAN (COL ’01) 
KivBERLY JAEGER (FLL ’01) 
ANNIE EAsTERLY (FLL °01) 
Danny Levy (COL ’01) 
JuLia Gray (SES °01) 
Avice DosTEL (SFS °01) 
MELANIE Fox (FLL *01) 
Corey Eagan (FLL °01) 
REBECCA McKEoN (MSB *01) 
PauL SumiLas (COL °01) 
WALLACE CANTER (COL °01) 
NERMINE NAKHLA (SES ’01) 
APRIL 24, 1999 

  

To THE EDITOR: 
As Catholic students and representatives from a variety 

of organizations, it is with regret to learn that the contract of 
John Kelly, S.J., will not be renewed and that he has been 

denied a chaplain’s position in the McDonough School of 
Business by University Chaplain Adam Bunnell, O.F.M. 

Not only has Bunnell removed one of the most dedicated 
and active Jesuits on campus, but has done so to someone 
who has befriended people from a variety of religious and 
cultural backgrounds for nine years. He is a rare example of 
what is needed more at Georgetown — the Jesuit presence 
— not only in the Mass or office, but in the daily life of the 
average Georgetown student. Kelly has aided numerous 
students groups and would have continued to do so with a 
simple request. 

It is one thing to ask Kelly to take up a new or different 
position on campus, but the decision by Bunnell to remove 
him strikes as one of the most imprudent positions wit- 
nessed here. Kelly will be remembered as a token of benevo- 
lence for students and faculty alike. 

Additionally, the removal of both Protestant chaplains 

will have a negative impact on the significance of campus 
spirituality and for those who choose to worship in the 
Protestant tradition. 

We view the loss of so many ministers at the same time 
with deep regret. The question must now be asked, where 
does Bunnell see campus ministry going now that he has 
fired the majority of his best campus ministers over the past 
two years? Unfortunately, Bunnell has failed to answer this 
questions during his tenure as university chaplain to the 
detriment of the Catholic Church, the Christian faith and 

campus ministry in general on this campus. It is a sad day for 
a Christian university when its students must fight with their 
chaplain to keep campus ministry alive. 

ANDREW PEREZ (COL ’00), CATHOLIC STUDENT ADVISORY BOARD 
Jessica PETERSON (SES ’00), Hoyas FOR IGNATIUS 
CHRISTOPHER RAY (SFS 01), KNIGHT OF COLUMBUS 
BRriaN SAYERS (COL ’99), CATHOLIC LIVING PROJECT 
MATTHEW TANck (COL ’99), BEYOND DAHLGREN 
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Former GUSA President Speaks Out 
To THE EDITOR: 

The April 23 issue of THE HovA (“Leaders of SAC Re- 
sign,” page 1) contained the following statement: 

“Palmese also said there was precedent for the incoming 
GUSA president to appoint the incoming [Student Activi- 
ties Commission] chair without the consent of the outgoing 
SAC chair. He cited the example of two years ago, when 
incoming President John Cronan (COL ’98) appointed Gabe 
Camarillo (COL ’98) SAC chair despite the outgoing chair’s 
objections.” 

This assertion is patently false. The selection of Camarillo 
(COL °98) as SAC chair was a joint decision made by 
outgoing SAC Chair Taryn Voget (GSB ’97) and myself. Each 
candidate for chair received intensive interviews, some 

receiving follow-up interviews, and each was afforded a 

careful and thorough evaluation. In the end, both Voget and 
I strongly and without reservation agreed that Camarillo was 
the best candidate. 

We chose Camarillo because of his outstanding record, 
unquestioned competence and proven commitment to the 
student body. While some members of SAC (a small minority 
as I recall) preferred another candidate, the majority of SAC 
supported our choice. Most importantly, however, contrary 
to what was expressed in the article, the outgoing chair 
completely agreed with Camarillo’s nomination. 

Traditionally, the selection of SAC chair has been a joint 
venture between the new GUSA executive and the outgoing 
SAC executive. The need for such a consensus choice stems 
from the critical, and in many ways complicated, nature of the 
job. Unlike any other position on campus, the survival of 
student groups relies on a dedicated and able SAC chair. No 
one better understands whether a candidate would offer 
these essential qualities than the outgoing chair. 

Joun CronaN (COL 98) 
APRIL 26, 1999 

Editorial Misses the Point, Says Alum 
To THE EDITOR: 

Your editorial on the Littleton killings cheapens and dulls 
our public discussion of this massacre’s many causes and 
contexts (“School Tragedy Should Spark Debate on Guns, 
Not Clothes,” April 23, page 2). Even so staunch a gun- 
control advocate as the First Lady has mentioned the 
cultural and social factors at issue here. Movies and music, 

the sometimes eerie isolation of the online world and even 
the daily harassment by the “jocks” of Columbine High — 
all these forces helped these young men to choose murder. 
Yes, they used guns, but they also made over 30 bombs. 
Focusing on mere instrumentalities is an empty, inevitably 
politicized quest. 

Behind this evil is a nuanced, probably compelling story, 
but not necessarily a cause or an explanation. Men will 
commit evil acts of their free will: consciously, deliberately 
and irrespective of the tools available. We have traditionally 
tried to structure society so as to lead men to the Good. 
Today, we see an example of two horrific human failings, but 

also our own failure to insist on a culture that enriches, rather 

than impoverishes, our souls. 
You shrug at the our popular culture’s shallowness and 

destructiveness and posit that these men merely had some- 
thing “wrong with them.” It is that “something wrong” that 
should animate our discussions: How did these men come 
to choose evil? Why did they reject the values of a civilized 
(but not necessarily modern) society? How does the soul 
become so disordered? 

C.S. Lewis wrote that the greatest sin is pride or self- 
conceit: “It is the complete anti-God state of mind.” We 
ought not forget that those men grew up in a culture 
dominated by pride and self-conceit and the glorification of 
man over God. In such a world, it is inevitable that some men 

will choose evil, but is not inevitable that we live in such a 

world. 

STEVEN J. DUFFIELD (CAS ’92) 
APRIL 23, 1999 

Student Vexed by Hoya Movie Times 
To THE EDITOR: 

I am writing to express my disappointment in the reliability 
of the information listed in Friday’s issue of THE Hoya. This 
weekend, my aunt was visiting me from Chicago. After we 
went to dinner with three of my friends, the five of us decided 
to see a movie. Using THE HoyA GUIDE section as a guide, 
we opted to take a cab to the movie theater in Dupont Circle 
to see the 9:40 p.m. showing of “Forces of Nature.” 

Upon arriving at the theater and paying the $11 cab fare, 
we were disappointed to discover that the movie we in- 
tended to see was not showing at that theater. The woman 
working there told us that the listing we were using was from 

last week Luckil fi    

theater, but getting there involved taking another $14.50 cab 
to 1400 Wisconsin Ave. 

I believe that as a source of information to the student 
body and to the Georgetown community as a whole, THE 
Hoya should be responsible for giving accurate listings for 
all events. I hope that THE Hoya will be more careful to 
provide current and reliable information in the future to avoid 
similar inconveniences. : 

CourtNEY KING (COL °02) 
APRIL 23, 1999 

Editor's Note: All movie times are subject to change at the 
ofits j 
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Everybody Get Sunburned 
My Words of Wisdom for the Class of 1999 

culture, even when it frightens me. 
“Everybody Wear Sunscreen,” the latest 

production from multi-media alterna-director 
Baz Luhrmann doesn’t scare me, but it does 
make me queasy. 

In case you've been on an isolated desert 
island for the past few months (in which case 

i TRY TO STAY CONNECTED WITH POPULAR 

  

  

REBECCA SINDERBRAND 

   If the issue 
fits... 

      

you can count yourself among the fortunate 
few who’ve been spared), you've heard this 
“song,” a spoken-word monologue taken from 
a Chicago Tribune column, and layered over 
a catchy synth-rock track. It’s “All I Ever 
Needed to Know I Learned in Kindergarten” 
graduates from college. 

Granted, the song does contain some valu- 

able advice. I do wear sunscreen already, if 

only because I don’t want to wind up with skin 
the general consistency of Naugahyde in 
about 20 years. And I already throw away my 
bank statements (though I don’t recommend 

that kind of creative accounting for anyone 
else whose account balance tends to fall be- 
low the four digit-mark.) 

Other than that, the song doesn’t hold 
many pearls of wisdom for me, or for that 
matter, anyone whose birthdate fell some- 
where around the mid-point of the Carter ad- 
ministration or beyond. Sure, it delivers the 

sort of faux-relevant advice your parents might 
give you — if your parents were Osmonds, or 

- worked for Hallmark. These are the bemused 

ramblings of someone who buys Geritol, who 
is already in possession of a 401K plan, who 
owns ,a John Denver album. 

In about five weeks and change, some 

of you seniors will head to New York in 
squeaky shoes, and shirts still sporting 
square-shaped creases, to become a very 
small and insignificant part of the vast, 

impressive machinery that drives our 
economy. Others of you will head down- 
town somewhere, and end up in cubicle 

hell on K Street or Pennsylvania Avenue, 

or worse, cloistered somewhere in the deep, 

dank recesses of one of the massive Con- 
gressional office buildings. Still others 
will postpone the real world for a few more 
years by making the studied transition 
from one ivory tower to another. You all 
need some advice on the way the world 
really works, but not from someone whose 
last youthful folly came sometime in th 
Ford administration. 1% ; 

This is quite likely my last column. T°d like to 
think that some of you, besides my editors, 
have been checking this space out once in a 
while. It is for your benefit, you few, worthy 

souls, that I offer a few humble suggestions, 
the accumulated wisdom of my own 22 years 

Shootings in Colorado Should Inspire Personal Reflection 

on Planet Earth, with apologies to Mary 
Schmich of the Tribune: 

Avoid the sticky subway seat. 
If, at the end of the day, you feel you can’t 

make it another step without a bite from a food 
vendor, fine. Get a soft pretzel or maybe a hot 

dog, but never buy falafel from a man whose 
establishment features wheels and an um- 
brella. No good can come of this. 

Smile. 
Life after Georgetown is nothing like “St. 

Elmo’s Fire.” You will not all still be hanging 

out at the Tombs with your college pals when 
you’re 32. If you are, at least one of you will be 
bald, and none of you will look like Rob Lowe 
or Demi Moore. Learn to accept this, and move 
on. The class of 2010 will thank you for it. 

Spend less time online than you spend 
outside. 

Times in your life when drugs are good: 
migraines, allergies, childbirth. 

Keep the books from your philosophy classes. 
The grading may have been tough, but any class 
that traps a group of 20-year-olds in a room, blasts 
them with new ideas and sends them blinking 
into the sunlight questioning their own existence 
is a once-in-a-lifetime experience. Besides, who 

knew that the secrets of life came in paperback, 
and cost $6.95? 

Sure, guns don’t kill people. But bullets do. 
Think about it. 

* Do NOT go see Star Wars the first day it 
opens. There are people who are actually 
camping out for tickets, as if this were a culture- 
altering event. These people have the same 
devotion as Grateful Dead fans, except with- 

out the cool, laid-back attitude or the creative, 

mind-altering drugs. Repeat after me: no movie 
is that good. And: it will come out on video. 

Floss. It IS that important. 
Read at least one book a week. John Grisham 

does not count: that is not literature, and it will 

only make you stupid. 
Everyone over the age of 19 needs their own 

bedroom. Saving on rent by doubling up is not 
worth the pain. Look what happens when they 
put two white mice in the same cage: two 
mammals cannot occupy the same space at the 
same time. 

Live somewhere where there are four 
seasons. 

Stay away from the WB. For every minute 
you watch, you lose countless brain cells. (Of 
course, you lose brain cells anyway, but “Zoe, 

Duncan, Jack & Jane” advances the process 

dramatically.) 
Save $20 a week. At the end of one year, you 

will have over a thousand dollars. Pay off your 
credit cards, or go somewhere where English 
is not the official language. 

The stock market will not always rise. Inter- 
est rates will not always fall. Should the rate of 
inflation rise to some number higher than your 
shoe size, your life will change in ways you will 
not enjoy. 

Live in Washington, but leave before you 
get cynical. Live in New York, but leave before 

you go broke. 
. No one looks good in orange lipstick. Ditto 

for white pantyhose. 
Vote. 
Call your family at least once a week. 
Good luck. Go do something incredible. 
  

If the Issue Fits appears every other 
y Tuesday in THE Hoya. 
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When Moving Arts, Handle with Care 
  

Kathryn Crewe 

A FEW WEEKS AGO, PROFESSOR ELIZABETH PRELINGER, CHAIR OF THE 

  

Department of Art, Music and Theater, addressed a small 

audience of excited and concerned representatives from 
Georgetown University’s performing arts community. The meeting 
was called in to collect student input on the proposed conversion of 
the Ryan Administration Building (located behind Copley) into the 
Ryan Arts Center sometime after ground is broken for the construc- 
tion of the Southwest Quadrangle. The proposed Ryan Arts Center 
could potentially provide desperately needed rehearsal, perfor- 
mance, storage and office facilities for already existing performing 
arts groups on campus. But the building is not being built for already 
existing performing arts groups. The Ryan Arts Center is being built 
for the nascent Department of Art, Music and Theater. 

Professor Prelinger deserves countless thanks and commenda- 
tions for her tireless effort to make the arts visible at Georgetown. It 
is, indeed, embarrassing that a Jesuit institution, which presumes to 
educate mind, body and soul, has not developed a verifiable aca- 

demic performing and visual arts department until now. Fortunately 
for the Georgetown students in search of an artistic outlet beyond 
their studies in business, nursing, international affairs and liberal 
arts, a vibrantly autonomous community of acting, singing, dancing 
and music-making groups has evolved over the years. 
Now that Georgetown’s higher-ups have finally decided to pro- 

mote the arts at Georgetown, one would assume that existing extra- 
curricular performing arts groups would directly benefit from the 
newfound attention. Instead, they will be forced to compete with the 

new Department of Art, Music and Theater, not only for attention, 

but for precious space. : 
It has been argued that, by adding to existing rehearsal and 

performance facilities on campus, the construction of the Ryan Arts 
Center can only ameliorate the struggle between Georgetown’s 
performing arts groups and the administration over space availabil- 
ity. Logically speaking, the addition of “some space” to “no space” 
should do the trick. But simultaneously adding space and increasing 
competition for that space will exacerbate the situation. This project 
cannot effectively cater to the new department and accommodate the 
current level of demand, especially since the current level of demand 
will increase once Ryan is renovated. 

The Ryan Arts Center has two major selling points: first, it would 
be the first building devoted solely to the arts at Georgetown, and 
second, it would justify the eviction of many performing arts groups 
from other facilities on campus, clearing up space for new projects. 
Only one performance ensemble on campus, Mask & Bauble, cur- 
rently claims existing facilities as its own. Most of the other perform- 
ing arts groups consider themselves as having regular haunts — 
borrowed space in Old North or Yates. Many of these groups will be 
asked to abandon their havens upon completion of the new arts 
center. 

Givenits nearly 150-year history as a veritable campus institution, 
Mask & Bauble will prevail based on tradition. Nomadic, on the other 

hand, may not only lose its part-time home in Walsh’s Hall of Nations 
to the expanding studio and visual arts department, but will subse- 
quently gain no designated space in the Ryan Arts Center. 
Georgetown’s musical groups may also suffer. The administration 

had earmarked a $2 million donation— which the GU Orchestra and 
Concert Choir helped to solicit at last fall’s Gala— for the establish- 

. ment of a permanent chair for the music department. As the senior 

[T]he building is not being built for already exist- 

ing performing arts groups. The Ryan Arts Center is 

being built for the nascent Department of Art, 

+ Music and Theater. 

  

faculty director for the music department, the new chairperson will 
oversee and promote the development of new departmental pro- 
grams, not existing extracurricular musical groups, in the intended 
Ryan Arts Center. 

Most underrepresented in the Ryan debate are Georgetown’s 
dance performance groups, including Black Movements Dance 
Theater, Ballet Folklorico Mexicano and the GU Dance Company. 
The dancers’ struggle for space in Ryan is not a matter of compe- 
tition with parallel departmental interests — it is a matter of gaining 
general recognition of dance, Georgetown’s invisible art. Most 
dancers who come to Georgetown could not care less about gaining 
academic credit for their efforts. They simply want safe places to 
rehearse and perform. Unfortunately, it seems that establishing a 
department is the key to obtaining designated space for an art form 
in the Ryan Arts Center. This is not an option the administration will 
soon consider for dance. Extracurricular dance groups will, there- 
fore, be forced into competition with extracurricular theater groups, 
who will, in turn, be competing with departmental theater groups for 
rehearsal space in Ryan. 

As the administration will contend, the dance companies could 

always stick to their old turf in the field house. For years, dancers 
haverehearsed in the exercise rooms at Yates, vying for coveted time 
slots with aerobics, biking and judo instructors. These rooms pro- 
vide inadequate space and feature floors that are dangerously 
unequipped for dancers. Whether the dancers remain in Yates, 
benefit from Ryan’s spoils or gain their own designated space in 
vacated facilities elsewhere on campus, all they really want is a 
certifiable dance studio with mirrors, barres and a properly sprung 
floor, so that they can finally kick — excuse the expression — their 
shin splints and joint pain. 

The administration’s interest in supporting extracurricular arts at 
Georgetown is real. Without the students who comprise the many 
independent organizations associated with the Office of Performing 
Arts (OPA), the new department would have little following or 
support. In addition, prospective students who might be interested 
in Georgetown’s new Art, Music and Theater department will prob- 
ably also want to act, sing, dance or play an instrument outside of the 

classroom, and will note the extent to which this aspect of campus 
life is encouraged and supported when they decide where to attend 
school. 

Professor Prelinger has expressed her desire to bridge the 
gap between the academic art department and existing student 
groups by encouraging them to complement, rather than com- 
pete with, each other through the development of the Ryan 
Arts Center. On a campus where 13 previously existing perfor- 
mance groups are already in competition for funding, this is a 
lofty ideal. Accommodation must accompany, if not precede, 
expansion. 
  

Kathryn Crewe is a senior inthe Schoolof Foreign Service andthe former 
student director of the Georgetown University Dance Company. 
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John Ngo 
1 WAS CHANNEL SURFING THURSDAY NIGHT WHEN | CAME 

  

across a CNN news report on the shootings in Denver. 
It started by asking some very tough questions: why did 

this ‘have to happen to children? Why did this have to 
happen at a school? Why did this have to happen here? The 
answer quickly flashed in my mind, but it seemed too 
insensitive and cold to be the truth: why not? 

Why shouldn’t the shootings have happened to the 
children at a school in Littleton? Is not the expression, 

“children can be so cruel” true? Is not school a place where 
individuals are taught or teased into conforming to the 
masses? Is not Littleton more or less like every other city or 
hamlet in America, with its own ideals and prejudices? The 
question should not be why it happened, but rather why we 
have done nothing to prevent it from happening. The answer 
lies in the darkest corner of the human heart: we did nothing 
because we do not want to change ourselves. 

Every day, we try to make ourselves stand out from the 
crowd. We tell ourselves that we are special because of the 
race we belong to, the money that we make, the job that we 
have, the people we associate with, the school that we go to, 
the car that we drive, the clothes that we wear or the sports 

team that we play for. Being unique gives us a sense of pride 
and of accomplishment: we made it, others did not; so we are 

better than they are. 
In a “liberal” university setting, we are told that we 

should respect other people’s cultures and ideas. More- 
over, we should celebrate our diversity. First of all, if 
celebrating diversity means going to New South to sample 
really bad Chinese food or setting aside a week to learn 
about other countries, then we are the paragon of ethnic 
awareness. 

Obviously, there is much room for improvement. Case 
in point: people of different races do not usually sit 
together during meals. Secondly, we are force-fed liberal- 
ism in college. What if I do not support affirmative action? 
What if I do not approve of homosexuality? What if I 
actively support the Christian Coalition? Does this make 
me a bad person? Does this make me an ignorant or a 
“misguided” person? Or, does this make me different? 
And, is it this difference that makes many of you raise your 
eyebrows when I say homosexuality is a sin or people 
should not depend on the color of their skin to get into 
college? Well, that kind of reaction, coupled with con- 
stant teasing and harassment, caused those two boys to 
pull a guerilla-style attack on their high school. 

Sure, the blame has been placed on everything from 
violence in the media to the lack of gun control to Adolf 
Hitler. Yet, which one of these things laid the foundation on 

which murder and suicide would form the steeple? Bloody 
battles in movies gave them ideas about killing others, but 
computer action games like Doom also gave them an outlet 
for their anger. Tougher gun laws might have denied them 
of their shotguns but not the homemade bombs they carried 
with them. 

Considering that this atrocity occurred on Hitler’s birth- 
day, it was most likely Hitler who gave them the idea to 
shoot minorities. Yet, it can be found by studying Hitler 
that he was an unsuccessful artist who was also different, 

alone and angry. Hitler channeled his anger and hate 
against others who were different — Jews, Gypsies, homo- 

sexuals, communists. The boys in Littleton decided to get 
revenge against the group they believed were oppressing 
them the most: the athletes. It was not so much as the boys 
believing in Hitler’s thoughts as it was being able to relate 
to Hitler. He personified their fear, their sadness, their 

loneliness and their anger. 
Anger is the feeling that most people who are pushed too 

far are left with. What should I do now? Should I try to fit in? 
Should I cry? Should I start drinking or using drugs to numb 

the pain? Should I die to end the pain? Should I fight back? 
Or should I hold it in — hold it in and think of the ways to 
get revenge? Those were some of the choices the boys in 
Littleton were faced with, and they chose to let out their 
anger and end their pain. 

Yet these should not have been the only choices that they 
considered. What if their peers had not teased them as much 
or accepted them for who they are? What if their counselor 
would have recognized their depression and anger and 
found someone to help them? What if society would not 
tempt us to play that zero sum game of pushing down others 
to better ourselves? 

There are so many what ifs and so many things that we 
could have done. In the end, we are left with this question: 

what now? Littleton will repeat itself. What can one do to 
stop it? The answer is not found in a town hall meeting or a 
bill in Congress. The simple truth is that you — you reading 
the paper right now — have to change. If you have no hatred 
in your heart and no prejudice in your thoughts, then you 
truly are a wise and kind human being. But, until God’s 
coming, we will all have to fight the temptation of judging and 
wanting to be better than others. Start today. 
  

John Ngo is a senior in the College. 

  

Campus Opinion: 
Have the town crier run through the 
halls of New South each morning. 

Jessie Margolis, MSB ’01 

    

Turn the roof of ICC into a giant 
bulletin board. 

Mike Patella, COL ’00 

Tell the Jesuits to use them as toilet 

paper. 
Randy Rivera, COL ’02 

  

How do you propose to solve the 
Provost's problem with fliering? 

  

Have the solidarity committee sit in 
in the apartment of any offender. 

Catey Fazio, COL ’00 

Compiled by Michael J. Boyle 

Have Dorothy click her heels three 
times and theyll all disappear. 

Matt Hochstetler, SFS *01 
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THE NATION 
© First Lady Turns Speech 

Into Littleton, Colo. Forum 
SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY, April 23 — First lady 

Hillary Rodham Clinton, speaking Thursday night at a 
state teachers convention, called on educators nationwide 

to help fight classroom violence following a high school 
massacre in Littleton, Colo. that left 15 dead. 

“There is no way to understand a tragedy like this,” 
Clinton told the more than 4,000 educators present at the 
Niagara Falls Convention Center. “But we must try. In the 
face of this terrible tragedy, people are not helpless or 
hopeless.” ; 

On Tuesday, Eric Harris, 18, and Dylan Klebold, 17 — 

both believed to be members of the “Trenchcoat Mafia” at 
Columbine High School near Denver — opened fire on 
and hurled homemade bombs at teachers and classmates 
before allegedly committing suicide in the school’s library. 

This latest bloodbath comes after a string of school 
shootings stretching from Jonesboro, Ark. to Springfield, 
Ore. Clinton, dressed in a black blouse and pantsuit, said 

she and President Bill Clinton will fight for funding and 
legislation allowing teachers to better help children with 
mental, social and emotional problems. 

The funding would be earmarked for more teachers and 
support staff, an increase in trained counselors and psy- 
chologists and smaller classroom sizes, she said. 

“We do not have enough resources to take care of the 
problems that teachers identify among students,” Clinton 
said, noting that she changed the theme of her speech to 
address the Littleton shootings. “So, when the alarm bells 
go off in your heads, there is somebody to turn to.” 

Schools, however, cannot battle violence alone, Clinton 

said. The nation must pay close attention to what children are 
watching, reading and playing with, she added. 

Studies, Clinton said, show that violent video games 

and other media help desensitize children to hurting or 
killing people. 

“Rightfully, we have some concerns about the First 
Amendment and government censorship,” she said. “But 
we can no longer shut our eyes to the effect the media have 
on our children. We have to be honest about what steps we 
are willing to take.” 

Clinton used the Littleton shooting as an example of why 
the United States needs improved gun control laws. An 
expanded Brady Law — a measure requiring a background 
check on a person buying a gun — prohibiting problematic 
teens from buying weapons would help combat teen-age 
violence, she said. 

“Why is it that a young American can take [a gun] and turn 
it on fellow classmates and then himself? Why on earth would 

  

   

  

we permit the kind of access to the types of firearms that these two 
men brought to school?” Clinton rhetorically asked the crowd. 

“We have to stand up and say what needs to be said about 
guns and firearms.” Prior to her speech, New York State United 
Teachers awarded Clinton with the Albert Shanker Award for 
Distinguished Service. Clinton spent Monday and Tuesday in 
New York City, attending more than a dozen events. Some 
political pundits believe the first lady’s New York tour will be 
a prelude to an official announcement for her bid for Daniel 
Patrick Moynihan’s Senate seat, which the veteran New York 

Democrat will vacate in 2000 when he retires. 
But for Thomas Hobart, Jr., president of NYSUT, Clinton’s 

visit was only a lesson in improving education and promot- 
ing family values. 

“First Lady Hillary Rodham Clinton has been a tireless 
advocate for children in this country,” Hobart told the crowd, 

gesturing toward Clinton. “You are really on the front lines of 
caring for people, especially young people.” 

Teachers present hailed Clinton and her speech with similar 
praise. “She mentioned things that affect all of us as teachers,” 
said Donna Toman, a fourth-grade teacher from Levittown. “We 

used to say that children came with a suitcase, butnow they come 
with a U-Haul worth of problems.” 

For Herb Koss, a middle school teacher from Brooklyn 
Heights, the Littleton shootings have brought the nationwide 
problem of classroom violence to the forefront of the American 
agenda, he said. A March 31 poll of 605 New York teachers by 
Zogby International of Utica concluded that more than 40 
percent of teachers statewide have been in some sort of physical 
confrontation with a student in the past three years. 

State cuts in education funding hurt Clinton’s goal of hiring 
more teachers and support staff and combating violence, Koss 
said. “All of us teachers are shaken up by something like the 
shooting,” he said. “You need the resources that problematic 
children need to help their behavior. Otherwise, you’ll pay for it 
in lives.” 

—Dave Levinthal, Daily Orange 

§ 
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® Author and Vet Tim O’Brien 

Recounts Tales of Vietnam War 
BROWN UNIVERSITY, April 23 — Tim O’Brien, award- 

winning author of “Going After Cacciato,” “The Things They 
Carried,” and “Tomcat in Love,” presented the fourth President’s 
Lecture of this academic year in a packed Salomon Center for 
Teaching at Brown University on Wednesday evening. 

O’Brien’s lecture was held in conjunction with the “Writing 
Vietnam” conference hosted by the Department of English and the 
Creative Writing Program, which runs from April 21 to April 23. 

The lecture was simulcast in Salomon 001 to accommodate 
the university. 

President Gordon Gee presented O’Brien as “a dreamer, a 

magician, a poet, a journalist, a soldier and a storyteller.” 
O’Brien, who served during the Vietnam War as an infantry 

sergeant near Quang Ngai from 1970-1971, opened his lec- 
ture by explaining that in trying to put together this talk, “I 
was reminded that one of the reasons I became a fiction writer 
is that I don’t know anything,” he said. 

O’Brien decided to share five points about writing with the 
audience, before turning to what he claimed he does best — 
telling stories. 

“First, writing never gets easier — it gets harder,” O’Brien 
said, citing the fact that you cannot repeat yourself. 

“Use active verbs and avoid ridiculous similes. 
“Avoid unintentional puns,” he said, using the example, “she 

came in a Jeep.” : 
“Avoid alliteration. 
“A writer must above all write,” he said, describing his devo- 

tion to the act of writing, which he does every day “in search of 
rare moments of artistic pleasure.” 

After this advice, O’Brien told two stories that he said have 

shaped him as a writer. He began by describing the “small 
prairie town in Southern Minnesota” where he grew up and 
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where the largest event of the year was “Turkey Day.” 
According to O’Brien, he escaped this town that “congratu- 

lates itself on its ignorance of the world,” by reading books. 
When he was nine or 10 years old, he read a book in the 

town library called “Larry of the Little League,” which 
prompted him to write his first novel that very day, which he 
titled, “Timmy of the Little League.” 

This story was “not of what was, but a story of what could have 
been, what should have been.” His fiction writing has allowed 
O’Brien to portray “the world we ought to live in,” he said. 

The second story O’Brien told the audience was about his 
draft notification and the following summer of 1968, during 
which he waited and worked at a meat packing plant, 
“wondering what was going to become of me,” he said. 

He described a “feeling of real despair,” which drove him to 

pack his bags and head for the Canadian border. He stayed at 
Tip Top Lodge for six days “trying to decide what to do with 
my life,” under the silent watchfulness of Elroy Birdall, who 
owned the lodge. 

“These days were much more traumatic than anything I saw in 
Vietnam,” he said. “There was a spiritual sickness inside of me.” 

Birdall offered him the opportunity to cross the border when 
they went fishing in the Rainy River, 15 yards from the 
Canadian bank. 

“I couldn’t do it,” O’Brien said. One reason O’Brien 
offered was “raw embarrassment. 

“Two weeks later I was in the army, and within four months’ 
I was in Vietnam.” 

After recounting the tale, O’Brien revealed that he had 

fabricated the story. Gah 
“War stories are about the human heart and the choices we 

make or fail to make,” he said. 

“Although the story is invented, it’s still the truth,” he said. 
In reality, that summer, “I played golf, and I worried,” he 

said. “That’s a crappy story — it doesn’t open any door to 
what I was feeling.” 

O’Brien then read a passage from “The Things They 
Carried,” focusing onthe act ofkilling asoldier during the war. 

“A young man came out of the morning fog,” he read. “I did 
not hate the young man. I did not see him as the enemy. I did 
not ponder issues of morality? 

“I haven’t finished sorting it out,” he added. “Sometimes I 
forgive myself, other times I don’t.” 

O’Brien received a standing ovation at the end of this 
passage. He then answered questions from the audience. 

In response to a question about how much of his writing is 
true, O’Brien said, “The literal truth is ultimately to me 

irrelevant... What matters is what happens in our hearts.” 
O’Brien described as well how the soldiers he encountered in 

Vietnam were all “full of romantic bullshit” when they arrived. 
“The dirty truth about war is that it is seducing,” he said. 

“You are so close to death, you’re never more alive.” 
When asked if there was any common theme unifying “The 

Things They Carried,” he said it was “an act of honor for the 
dead and the ghosts of my life.” 

“Itwas meant to bean exploration of levels of realty,” he said. 
The final question concerned the risk-taking involved in 

writing about oneself. O’Brien claimed that when he is 
writing, “I’m not thinking of myself as a risk-taker.” + 

“What I really do is language — playing with sentences 
over and overand over again,” he said. According to O’Brien, 

he searches for “a unique spin to put on each sentence.” 
He described himself as not only a writer as a veteran, but 

also a writer “about love, hometowns, and families.” 

: — Emily Kimball, Brown Daily 
— Compiled from the University Wire 
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Coles Links Brutality to Stereotyping 
By ELizaBeTH KHALIL 
Hoya STAFF WRITER profile. To show the wide leeway officers give themselves in 
  

Racial stereotyping, police brutality and mistrust of the justice 
system are closely intertwined phenomena, according to David 
Coles, aprofessor atthe Georgetown University Law Center and 
author of “No Equal Justice: Race and Class in the American 
Criminal Justice System.” Coles and a group of about 30 students 
discussed these issues last Wednesday evening in the Leavey 
Program Room. 

Police brutality and racism have been particularly hot topics for 
many sincethe Feb. 4 shooting of Amadou Diallo, anunarmed 22- 

year-old immigrant from Guinea, by four members of the New 
York Police Department’s elite street crimes unit. The officers, 

who now face second-degree murder charges, shot Diallo 41 

times outside his Bronx apartment. 
While the officers declined to testify before a grand jury, some 

speculated that Diallo, as a young black man, fit the description of 
arape suspect then at large. 

Such “typing,” Coles said, while necessary to locate suspectsin 
specific crimes, can become problematic when used to stop 
citizens whose only apparent “crime” is their race or age — or, 
often, acombination of the two. 

The problem, though, is not simpleracism, he said. “It’s deeper 
than that,” he said. “It’s the assumptions that we make that say we 
should suspect young, urban black males.” 

“The problem is not white racist cops, because even black 

cops” engage inunfair typing, he said. Typing referstocreatinga 
profile of people likely to commit crime. 

Coles and the audience discussed the issue of typing at length, 
and Coles explained the role it plays in the process of obtaining 
search warrants. To carry out searches and seizures, police must 
show probable cause toajudge— sometimes by showing thatthe 
suspect fits a certain profile that makes him or heralikely suspect. 

The problem, Coles said, is that any citizen can fit some sort of 

  

Corrections 
  

The article “Leaders of SAC Re- 
sign’ (April 23, page 1) misidentified 
one of the candidates fornextyear’s 
chairforthe Student Activities Com- 
mission. Thearticleshouldhavestated 
that the candidates were Colin 
Newman (COL ’00) and Sacasha 
Brown (MSB 00). 

Inaddition, thearticle misreported 

the situation two years agoin which 
Gabe Camarillo (COL *98) was ap- 
pointed SAC chair for the 1997-98 
school year. The article should have 
stated that incoming GUSA Presi- 
dent John Cronan (COL ’98) ap- 
pointed CamarilloSACchair withthe 
supportofoutgoing SACleadership, 
and thataminority of SAC commis- 
sioners thought Sara Rathke (COL 
’98) would have been a better candi- 

date. THEHOYA’sreporting wasbased 
onstatementsmadeby GUSA Presi- 
dentRon Palmese (MSB 00).       

Coles. 

Itisintheinterests of everyone, Coles said, to change the way 
typingis used, including the good of the criminal justice system 
itself. 

SEXUAL ASSAULT, From P. 1 

The Department of Public Safety re- 
sponded afterreceiving a call from a DPS 
Saferide vehicle. The victim saw the Saferide 
vehicle in the area and asked the driver to 
radio in to DPS for help, Burke said. A 

DPS officer arrived on the scene and im- 
mediately called 2nd district Metro Police. 

Officer Florina Osbourne of Metro 
Police interviewed the victim and the wit- 
ness. Metro Police officers canvassed the 
areabutdidnotfind any other witnesses or 
any trace of the alleged assailant. 
According toHurwitz, the victim said the 

alleged assailant was “well dressed and 
didn’tappear creepy.” A sketch was done 
by DPS under the advisement of the gradu- 
ate student who was able to getalook atthe 
victim, according to Hurwitz. The victim 
thenlooked at the sketch and Hurwitz said 

choosing suspects, Coles read examples of profiles of possible 
drug couriers used by the Drug Enforcement Agency. While the 
DEA fiercely guardsits profile data, Coles said, itis possible, by 
working backwards, to divine what characteristics the agency uses 
tojustify investigations. 

He said some sample characteristics the DEA used to justify 
suspecting air travelers include people who were the first to board, 
the lastto board, or boarded in the middle; those who made phone 
callsupondeplaning, madeno phone callsafter deplaning, orentered 
arestroomafter deplaning; whoflew first-class, flew coach, carried 
large luggage, carried small luggage or carried no luggage. 

The point, Coles said, is that everyone will fit one or more of 

these descriptions, and officers can stop whomever they want— 
frequently minorities. 

This can translate into what some call “Driving while black,” or 

being stopped by police simply because of race. Itis difficult to 
contest such incidents, Coles said, because as in the DEA ex- 

ample, there are so many minute — and often arcane — traffic 
rules thatitisimpossible toavoid breaking every one of them, and 
as aresult police officers can stop any motorist they feel like. 

While difficult, Coles said, itis important that citizens search for 
waystoimprove the system, which currently exacerbates the racial 
tensions in thiscountry. 

“I’m concerned with the divide in thought and perception 
[between] blacks and whites concerning the justice system,” said 

“If people believe the systemisillegitimate, they are more likely 
to disobey the law,” he said. 

The university's Diversity Working Group and the Office of the 
Provost sponsored the dialogue. 

Sexual Assault Attempted 

Against GU Undergrad 
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it“jarred her memory.” The sketch helped 
the victim to remember more clearly who 
her attacker was. 

DPS did not respond to four phone calls 
seeking a comment about the sketch or a 
copy of itMonday afternoon. 

Tucker said DPS would try to work 
with Metro and hopes that the police 
will be able to add more coverage in the 
area. According to Tucker, his officers 

were patrolling the area between Pros- 
pect and Reservoir on the night of the 
assault, but DPS “really relies on 
Metro” for off-campus incidents. 

“Weencourage females nottowalk alone 
at night and that the incident probably 
wouldn’thavehappenedifshehad been with 
someone,” Burke said. Metro Police has 

overtime police officers working on Thurs- 
day, Friday and Saturday nights, he said.   

GU Makes Advances in Technology 
UIS to Wire Some Campus Residences this Summer 
By JoE HARTEN 
Hova STAFF WRITER 
  

The university has achieved near- 
complete Y2K compliance, begun 
wiring dorms with fiber-optic cables, 
and initiated research to find a new 
email system, according to Valerie 
Bennett, Communication Coordina- 

tor for University Information Sys- 
tems. 

Y2K Preparation 
According to Year 2000 Program 

Director Suzanne Spitzer, the univer- 
sity has completed all of its Y2K com- 
pliance duties, with the exception of 
one Medical Center upgrade that will 
be completed in June. Apart from mi- 
nor outages, no significantdisruption to 
students’ life has resulted, Spitzer said. 

“We have operated under a good 
budget, and it is basically all done,” 

Spitzer said. She would not disclose 
the amount of the budget. 
Y2K is the programming glitch that 

has the potential to cause significant 
computer problems on Jan. 1, 2000. 
When stored in typical two digit for- 
mat (i.e. 4/27/99), computers may not 

be able to distinguish the 00 in the 
year 2000 from 1900, possibly result- 
ing in the failure of many systems. 

In an attempt to meet the challenge 
of Y2K, UIS has had a web site dedi- 

cated to preparation for Y2K, 
(www.georgetown.edu/uis/y2k/) since 
1997. 

UIS is planning to host a personal 
computer Y2K fair for faculty and staff 
with information on compliance, soft- 

ware giveaways, and a network port 
enabling participants to plug in laptops 
tobe tested by UIS staff. Similar “Y2K 
check-ups” for students’ and faculty 
members’ personal computers are 
planned for Friday in Reiss 238. 

Networking Plans 
On April 10, New South became 

the latest residence facility to be wired 
for the Internet. According to Bennett, 

a pilot project has approximately 35 
New South residents wired. 

“[The new wiring] is fiber-optic, the 
latest technology,” New South pilot 
project resident Scott Weber (MSB 

  

  

’02) said. “It would be great if the 
whole school had it.” 

Fiber-optic wiring enables faster 

network connections because it can 
send signals up to 100 times faster 
than copper wire. 

Initially, the fiber-optic wires will 
run at the same speed as the current 
copper system, but there is greater 
capacity for future upgrades and lon- 
gevity, Richard Kogut, Chief IT Ar- 
chitect, said. 

Gunet 2000, a plan to wire the rest 

of the residence halls and upgrade 
current copper connections to fiber- 
optics, will begin this summer, ac- 

cording to Bennett. UIS recently re- 
ceived approval and funding for Gunet 
2000 from the University’s Board of 
Directors, she said. 

“Gunet 2000 will allow us to operate 
the Internet much faster, with higher 
quality and perform difficult tasks like 
video delivery and using voice and data 
on the same network,” Bennett said. 

She said that the time frame for 
Gunet 2000 is dependent on univer- 
sity finances but will commence with. 
the wiring of currently unwired resi- 
dences — the rest of New South, 
Village A, Alumni Square, and Nevils 

— this summer. 

Academic Integration 
UIS, headed by Vice President for 

Information Services David Lambert, 
has been focused on upgrading the 
technological services at Georgetown. 
A major step toward this goal came 
with the approval of a plan to renovate 
St. Mary’s Hall to have a technology 
focus, housing the offices of technol- 

ogy services as well as the most up to 
date technology. 

“We hope St. Mary’s will be a state 
of the art technology facility and a 
place to co-locate all the related tech- 
nology departments [UIS, Computer 
Science, and Communication, Culture 
and Technology],” Bennett said. The 
St. Mary’s project is in a one-year 
planning stage with no set date for 
start of construction, University Ar- 

chitect Alan Brangman told THE Hoya 
in December. ; 

UIS hopes to link technology with 
the academic program, according to 
Bennett. Several professors have be- 
gun using Course Info, a web-based 
program that allows faculty to run 
portions of their classes online. 

Joseph O’ Connor, chair of the clas- 

  

sics department, runs discussion 
groups through this online program. 

“I am pleased with it,” O’Connor 
said. “Itallows students who are com- 
fortable alot of flexibility through elec- 
tronic participation.” 
O’Connor also noted that students 

can access a syllabus for his course 
through the university site. 

Home Page & Email 
This university home page is an- 

other source of potential technologi- 
calimprovement, according to Bennett. 

The GUide Committee will meet 
May 6 to take another look at the 
university home page and see if changes 
need to be made. 

The GUide Committee consists of 
campus-wide representatives includ- 
ing faculty, students, and staff mem- 
bers from UIS and the MSB Technol- 
ogy Center. 

UIS also aims to make a gradual 
transition to implementation of one 
campus-wide email system, Bennett 
said. 

This task was given to the Email 
Strategy Committee, chaired by 
Lambert,and comprised of chair of 

the philosophy department Professor 
Wayne Davis, and Chief Information 

Officer Mark Goldberg. 
Currently, the main campus uses 

two separate email systems, gunet for 
faculty and business school students 
and gusun for non-MSB undergradu- 
ates. In the past, guvax was also used 

by faculty members, but new addresses 
on the system are no longer being 
assigned. 

The email committee met weekly, 
administered a web-based survey to 
faculty and staff, and held two open 
meetings, according to Goldberg. The 
goal was to find the features for func- 
tionality and community requirements. 

“We hope to develop an email sys- 
tem that will meet needs and scale to 
the entire university community,” 
Goldberg said. 

The committee has presented its 
requirements to various email vendors 
and is in the process of creating a 
recommendation for Lambert, who is 

expected to assemble animplementa- 
tion team. 

“We are planning a gradual transi- 
tion,” Bennett said. 

  

  

  

Student Organization Leaders 
The Office of Student Programs would like to Thank and Congratulate the 1998-1999 

  

Chinyere Abosi 

Ory Abramowicz 

Yetundi Afolabi 

Eric Alonso 

Nich Amatuzzi 

Alexandra Ameer 

Bill Appleyard 
Salvador Arrona 

Svetlana Artamonova 

Allison Atieh 

Dilip Badlani 

Miguez Banderos 

Augustine Bartning 
Terri Bautista 

Christina Beauchamp 

Jessica Berry 

Catherine Berzolla 

Nadie Blaine 

Rad Bogdacenco 

Jasmine Bolton 

Mike Boyle 

Sarah Brackney 

Misty Brescia 

Andrew Brody 
Elizabeth Brooks 

Liyah Brown 

Francisco Brugueras 

Jenny Buckingham 

James Bulen, Jr. 

Robert Bullock 

Dominique Burzacchi 

Diana Caravajal 

Homer Carlise 

Selin Carmikli 

Patrick Carroll 

Christine Celary 
Norman Chang 

HisuChang 

Anita Chari 

Tom Chepucavage 

Kelli Chester 

Ashley Ching 

LucyChung 

Rob Cimperman 
James Class   

Michelle Cobb 

Elaine!Cowan 
Brian Crane 

Kathy Crewe 
Rashid Darden 

Phillip Debaise 

Meredith Del Bello 

Bobby Delonis 

Jeff DeMartino 

Ed Dill 

Patrick Dillon 

AdamDixon 

Elise Dolan 

RuthDominguez 

Molyneau Dubelle 

RyanDubose 

Stephen Dypiangco 

Brian Egolf 

Pharoeth Elm 

Liliana Emanuelli 

Erica Escobar 

Carol Fan 

Shakira Fields 

Patrick Fischer 

Marti Flacks 

Angel Florenzan 
Kevin Forbes 

Canice Frazier 

Matt Gaertner 

Sabrina Gates 

Matthew Gaventa 

Joe Gerics 

Nicole Gesualdo 

Lisa Givens 

John Glennon 

Asli Gobuluk 

David Gokit 

Steve Goldenburg 

Raven Goldener 

Jamie Goss 

Dominique Gonyer 

Christel Green 

Tom Gregor 

Monica Griego 

Eduardo Guzman 

MarthaGuzman 

Katie Halloran 

Benjamin Hemphill 

Mario Hernendez 

Alexandra Herrera 

Wendy Higdon 

Andy Hightower 

Susia Hille 
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PatHurley 

Sonia Jesrani 

Jeremy Johnson 

Mahanth Joishy 

Hope Jones 

Matt Jones 

Orlando Juarez 

Adrienne Kalosieh 

Stephanie Kaplan 

Aaron Kass 

Nicole Kay 

Shabana Kazi 

Shaheen Kazi 

Meaghan Keeler 

Chris Kenny 
Ah-Young Kim 

Kathleen Kingsbury 

Jenny Kinnif 

Adrian Kohn 

Tara Leitzel 

ErinLeone 

VeronicalLerma 

Nate Leskovic 

Victor Leviste 

Victor Leviste 

BryanLi 

JeannieLiang 

Michele Liu 

Mike Llorente 

Marc Luppino 

AmitLuthra 

Andrew Malendrio 

Domenico Marino 

Liz Marshall 

AustinMartin 

Ben Martin 

Chris Martinez 

Maggie Master 

Allison May 

Jennifer Maya 

Brian McCabe 

AnnMcCamey 

KateMcCue 

Chris McDonald 

IanMcGinley 

Susan McGuire 

Theron McLarty 

Janel Mctaggart 

LizMeyer 

Heather Miller 

Darin Milmeister 

Aaron Mitchelle 

Hae Jung Moon 

Lorraine Morgan 

David Mullen 

Ryan Murphy 

Asad Naqvu 

Cindy Neil 

Andrew Nelson 

SegeuiNgetue 

Thanh Nguyen 

Stephanie Niehaus 

BrendaNing 

Jenny Nix 

Oleg Nodelman 

Alyssa Noto 

Adam Nueller 

Adeddji Okediji 

Antonio Oliver 

Adrian Ossi 

InnaPak 

Noelle Paul 

LuisPayan 

Sigrid Payne 

Kirstyn Perkins 

Olga Pierce 

Jamie Prentice 

Jen Pricola 

Jason Purcell 

AlanRam 

Belen Ramirez 

Paola Ramos 

Fuad Rana 

Mary Raschko 

Meg Rener 

MikeRigelsky 

Eric Rivers 

Erik Ross 

Maggie Ruckdeschel 

JohnRuggini 

Trevor Rusin 

Deborah Sabat 

Victoria Salinas 

Kevin Shapiro 

Jackie Shapiro 

Anne-Maire Sheeran 

Holly Singh 

Johnathan Sjiemat 

Devon Smith 

Ben Smith 

Carrie Solages 

Ginny Song 

Uma Sud 

Sumana Swamy 

Laura Sylvesta 

Damtiene Teehedbdja 

Garret Therolf 

Christina Tran 

Karen Travers 

Anne Travisano 

Miranda Tsai 

Charles Tsui 

Apostolos Tzitzicostas 

ShivVarma 

Jessica Vianes 

Ho VietDzung 

Greg Voigt 

Irina Volchansky 

Amber Waldref 

Jason Wang 

Danielle Wattleton 

Eric Weis 

Nicole Welch 

Jeannice Williams 

Selim Yargici 

Jonathan Yeatman 
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Students, District Residents Debate 

Controversial School of the Americas 
By Brian ZuANICH 
Hoya Starr WRITER 
  

Over 100 students and District residents attended 
a debate Wednesday in White Gravenor 201A 
aimed at promoting a greater awareness of the U.S. 
Army School of the Americas. The debate focused 
on both sides of the issue of whether or not to close 
the controversial military training school whose gradu- 
ates have been convicted of humanrights violations 
and engaged in antidemocratic activities throughout 
Latin America. 

It was sponsored by Georgetown Peace Action, 
and the government, theology, and Latin American 
studies departments. : 

Speaking on behalf of the School of Americas, 
which has been dubbed by detractors as “The 
School of Assassins,” Lt. Col. Homer Harkins, 
director of joint and combined operations of the 
school, maintained that the campaign to close the 
school is based on “misinformation” that has been 
put forth by “‘radicalidealists.” 

Jack Nelson-Pallmeyer, who has written about 
U.S. foreign policy and has also authored a book 
entitled “School of Assassins,” argued thatthe school 
has produced hundreds of graduates who have been 
convicted of humanrights violations. 

Reading from a prepared statement, Harkins 
stated, “Our mission has always been to enhance the 
professionalism of the Latin American military, pro- 
mote democratic values and respect for human 
rights, and foster regional cooperation.” 

According to Harkin, the School of the Americas 
seeks to stabilize Latin America by preparing gradu- 
ates who can effectively rebuild acontinentlong torn 
aboutby repressive, dictatorial regimes. 

“If we isolate ourselves from Latin America,” 

Students, Administrators Discuss Free Speech at GU 

Harkin said, “much of the progress we have made 
willbelost.” 

He cited a 1990 UN Truth Commission Report 
which found that out of the 60 El Salvadoran officers 
accused of human rights atrocities during that 
country’s 12-year civil war from 1980-1992, 43 
were graduates of the School of the Americas. 

Graduates from the school have also included 
Manuel Noriega, a former Panamanian dictator 
deposed by U.S. military forces in 1984 and whois 
now serving a40-year jail sentence for drug traffick- 
ing, and Hugo Banzer, a former dictatorin Bolivia 

whoisresponsible for the deaths of thousands of his 
countrymen during his time in power, according to 
Nelson-Pallmeyer. 

Harkin countered Nelson-Pallmeyer, saying that 
of over 60,000 Latin American soldiers who have 

been trained atthe school since 1946, only 500 have 
been accused of any human rights violations. Fur- 
thermore, Harkin stated, of the 2,400 Costa Rican 

graduates and 2,500 from the Dominican Republic, 
notone has been accused of any wrongdoing. 

“You don’t need to condemn 99 people for 1 
persondid,” Harkin said. 

The School of Americas, established in 1946 in 

Panama to provide military training for Latin Ameri- 
cansoldiers, relocated to Fort Benning, Ga. in 1984. 

Ithas long been under intense investigation for its 
alleged policies and teaching practices. 

Critics — many of whom have coalesced into 
SOA Watch, an organization whose goal isto close 
the school — have claimed, amongst other allega- 
tions, thatthe school has trained ts graduatesin torture 
techniques and has even distributed manuals that 
advocate methods such blackmail and execution. 

Since 1990, according to Harkin, the School has 

beenunderinvestigation 11 times, twice by the U.S. 
Defense Department. No investigation, however, 

showed conclusively thatthe School’s policies con- 
travened U.S. Army standards or regulations, he 
said. 

“Allittakesis afew well-placed bad apples todo 
alotofhumanrightsharm,” Nelson-Pallmeyer said. 
The author, who has been living in working in Latin 
America for the past 12 years, pointed out that the 
School of the Americas served as alogical extension 
ofa U.S. foreign policy that, in the name of stability, 
supported anumber of repressive military regimes 
throughout the region. Many of the regimes, further- 
more, utilized the services of the school’s graduates. « 

“My government literally backed the most re- 
pressive regimes in Latin America,” Nelson- 
Pallmeyer said. 

Having himself dealt with the Latin American 
military personnel for the past several years, Harkin 
said it was completely unfair to draw analogies 
between the violence in Latin America and the 
School of the Americas. 

“We did not make these people do evil things,” 
Harkin said. 

Nelson-Pallmeyer disagreed, stating that allega- 
tions directed at the school’s graduates first came 
from Panamanians themselves, in whose territory the 

school was firstestablished. 
“They labeled it the ‘School of Assassins,’ ‘the 

School of Coups,’ ‘the School of Dictators,” not 
me,” Nelson-Pallmeyer said. 

In the end, Nelson-Pallmeyer offered a harsh 

critique aboutthe legacy of the School of the Ameri- 
casand about U.S. foreign policy in general. 

“Weare the nationin the world thatis mostinneed 
of atruthcommission.” 

  

  

GU Not To Renew Contracts 

Of Four in Campus Ministry 
CAMPUS MINISTRY, From bp. 1 
hope [that] we can work with the university to 
get the best ministry possible under circum- 
stances we don’t necessarily agree with. It will 
be a different year without Rev. Epperly and 
Rev. Woods; without a full-time chaplain that 

we can come to for pastoral care on a consistent 
basis and provide constant leadership for Prot- 
estant ministry.” 

“I'think the university is making a grave mis- 
take by doing this,” said Martha van Hoy (COL 
’99), member of the Leadership Committee for 

the Protestant evening service. By eliminating 
full-time Protestant chaplains, Georgetown is 
sacrificing the values “of auniversity trying to 
create adiverse community,” she said. 

Young said he heard about the decision not to 
renew his contract last Tuesday. Students who 
support Young have posted fliers in Dahlgren 
Chapel urging students to sign a petition protest- 
ing hisleaving the school. The flier says that “no 
amount of part-time help will be able toreplace 
the work” that Young does. 

“We’ve all known about these cuts,” said 
Young. “I’'mjustinterested in whatever’s good 
for Georgetown.” 

Kelly said that Bunnell announced at a staff 
meeting in January that he was charged with 
making evaluations of the campus ministry staff. 
Bunnell asked every Campus Ministry employee 
to catalogue his orheractivities during an evalu- 
ation period in February, said Kelly. 

According to Kelly, campus ministers are 
non-teaching academics, whose contracts are 

  renewable on an annual basis. Kelly said he had 
earlier thought there was a possibility his con- 
tract would notbe renewed, based on aconver- 
sation he had with Bunnell in early February. 

On April 12, Kelly met with Bunnell, who told 
him that his position was being eliminated be- 
cause of budget considerations and the need to 
reduce the staff, Kelly said. 

Atthat time, Kelly told Bunnell that he had 

spoken with business school Dean Christopher 
Puto about the possibility of staying on at the 
university on the business school payroll. Kelly 
said he thought this would be a “workable 
solution to a practical problem.” According to 
Kelly, Bunnell said at the time that he would 
consider this possibility. 

Kelly later received an email from Bunnell 
recapping their conversation and saying thatthe 
proposed business school alternative was not 
appropriate. According to Kelly, Bunnell “did 
notthinkit was a good model to fragment minis- 
try” by having the business school support him. 

Kelly said he was “very disappointed” about 
havingtoleave Georgetownafterspending‘ ‘nine very 
happyyears”here.Thaveagreatloveof Georgetown,” 
said Kelly. Georgetown has offered Kelly a one- 
semester sabbatical, whichheplanstoaccept. 
Jaynessaidtherewillbeanopenmeeting Thursday 

evening at5 p.m. inthePhilodemicRoomtodiscuss 
the future of Protestant Ministry at Georgetown. 
Bunnellisscheduledtobeinattendance. 

There will also be a Catholic forum to dis- 
cuss the future of Catholic campus ministry on 
May 11 at 12:05 p.m. in Bulldog Alley.     

‘Cirkus’ Offends 
FAMILY CIRKUS, From p. 1 

The troupe does have a web site that 
  

  
By FrosINA PaNOvskA 
Hoya Starr WRITER   

Despite a low turnout, Georgetown’s 
forum on free speech turned into a heated 
discussion between student leaders and 
faculty members from both sides of the 
panel. The second in a series of forums 
discussing the freedom of speech and ex- 
pression and diversity drew aboutadozen 
attendees Wednesday to the Leavey Pro- 
gram Room. 

Dean of Students James A. Donahue 
headed the panel, which included Peter 

Byrne, Associate Dean of the Georgetown 
Law Center; Anthony Arend of the gov- 
ernment department; Penny Rue, Senior 

Associate Dean of Students and students J. 
Brooken Smith (COL ’00), publisher of 

the Georgetown Academy, and Shaun 
Tandon (SFS ’99), former editor of The 

Georgetown Voice. 
The purpose of the meeting, Donahue 

said, would be to discuss the status of the 
university ’s policy on free speech, which 
was created about ten years ago. 

Byrne spoke briefly about the guide- 
lines of the free speech policy, which he 
helped draft. . 

The policy states that students and fac- 
ulty members alike are allowed to invite 
freely to the campus anyone they wish to 
speak, perform or hold a meeting. 

As faculty members, academic freedom 

expresses scholarship and recognizes the 
sacred space of classroom, Arend said. 

“We are encouraged to write what we 
want,” he said, and sometimes people write 

offensive stuff. “We should be able to 
examine the stuff that is offensive, and be 

able to talk about it,” he continued, “no 

subjectis outof bounds.” 
The first of the two student leaders, 

Smith, spoke of his experience of the insti- 
tutional response to the two publication 
thefts that have occurred this academic 
year, one of the Academy in October 1998 
and the Voice in February 1999. 

In Smith’s opinion, the publications did 

not “stick up foreach other.” THEHOYA, he 
said, even applauded the theft, but it re- 
tracted the statement after the issues of The 
Voice were stolen as well. 

The last of the panelists to speak was 
Tandon. He spoke on making sense of 
publications that are funded by the univer- 
sity and then criticize it. 

Manuel A. Miranda (SFS ’82), legal 

counsel for The Academy, started the 

question and answer period with a re- 
quest that Donahue provide bins on cam- 
pus for safe distribution of The Academy 
in light of their recent theft. He said that 
it was a violation of freedom of speech 
when others steal a whole run of their 
publication. 

Donahue, however, responded that since 

The Academy is not an official campus 
publication, theuniversity cannotoffer funds 
fortheirbins. 

Alex Sens, aclassics professor, chair of 
the Media Board and a member of the 
audience, broughtup the second issue con- 
cerning The Academy. Hespokeoutagainst 
The Academy forits portrayal of him in its 
Attic Saltsection. Inits March 1999 issue, 

The Academy said “[Sens] thinks Turkey 
makes Israel look frightfully small and vul- 
nerable and should be renamed Kurdistan 

to make the Kurds feel welcomed.” 

Sens said the reason he brought up the 
issueatthe forum was because he feltit was 
“importanttorecognize freedom of speech, 
and I knew [The Academy was] going to 
bring up the stolen issues as a way of 
commenting onthe violation of freedom of 
speech. I just wanted to point out their 
violations of the freedom of speech,” Sens 

said after the forum. 

Smith said, “[Sens and I] talked [after 

the forum] and in some issues we were 

able to come to terms, and in some issues 

we realized that we didn’t agree, but we 

reached some kind of areconciliation, in 

my opinion.” 

givesinformationaboutall of theirantics, 

butRusin said thatthe organizers hadno 
knowledge of it,and only found outabout 
itwhen the group tossed outmatchbooks 
featuring their web address. 

The Bindlestaff website features de- 
scriptions of their many acts, including a 
“gender-benderjamboree. . .songsoflove 
andlust. ..Kinko pounding six inchsteel 
spikes into his cranial cavity...[and] a 
bizarre performance thatincorporatesthe 
slapstick mixture with fireeating, nudity, 
and body play.” The cirkus, booked 
through October, exceptinJune and July 
whenitwillnotbe touring, hasarecording 
thatmentions thatsome of their shows are 
only foraudiences 21 and over. 
Rusinsaid thatthe Family Cirkus will 

notbeinvited back to Georgetown.   
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SERVICE, From p. 10 

While volunteering may not be the 
obvious choice of what to do with a 
$120,000 degree in, say, International 

Politics, the chance to do something 
out of the ordinary is precisely why 
some seniors choose such projects. 
They also find their talents and ma- 
jors are used in ways that might not be 
available in a typical corporate set- 

ting. English majors can teach litera- 
ture in a one-room schoolhouse; eco- 
nomics majors can help rural farmers 
start small businesses. 

The correspondence between cur- 
riculum and activity is not always that 
clear-cut, though. Many volunteers find 
themselves put into placements they 
never would have imagined for them- 
selves, since the organizations them- 
selves usually decide how each 
participant’s skills and interests match 
the needs of each project site. 

Jill Watson (SES ’99), who studied 

abroad in Senegal last year, applied for 
the Peace Corps with the intention of 
returning to French-speaking Africa. 
Instead, come September, she will be in 
English-speaking Africa: Malawi. 

“They said that’s where they felt 
they needed me most,” she said. 

She is, however, excited about her 
upcoming project, teaching English 
grammar and literature in high school, 
particularly after having studied the 
politics of Malawi in government 
class. 

“And also because no one knows 

where it is. ‘Oh, you're going to Ha- 
waii?’ No. ‘Is it part of Hawaii?’ No.” 

oing to a country that, for many 
(Geom students, is sim ply 

a name in a Map of the Modern 
World class requires some resolve. The 
Peace Corps provides money and a 
program for transitioning back to Ameri- 
can life once volunteers return State- 
side, but all international volunteers 
face the task of adjustment the minute 
they touch down in the host country. 

“There are little things you don’t 
think about,” Aquino said. Peace 

Corps volunteers, for example, must 
deal with being apart from their fami- 
lies for two years. “You're just not 
going to see them.” 

Watson finds those concerns more 
daunting than health, language or safety 
issues, even in a country where the life 
expectancy is only around 40 years, the 
largest city numbers 332,000 people, 
and AIDS and malaria are widespread. 

Instead, Watson said the fact that she 
will miss Christmas with her family 
bothers her the most. She will have to 
learn Chichewa, the other official lan- 
guage of Malawi, but a three-month 
introductory program will help with 
that. She said she is unconcerned about 
the lack of electricity: “You have 
candles and batteries ‘and there’ll be a 
well. So you can still have water.” 

She took a liking to the spartan vol- 
unteer lifestyle during her time abroad 
last year, when she stayed with a Peace 
Corps volunteer. “I found it comfort- 
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ing, and calming, at night, when there 
weren't TVs blaring and noise.” 

“The only thing that scares me is if I'm 
in the mountains, it gets kind of cold at 
night, and I can’t handle the cold,” she 
said. 

“And apparently there are hippos, and 

hippos are the most dangerous animals 
to come into contact with.” Although 

she has been assured that the hippos are 
confined to the game preserves, Watson 

was warned many years ago in school 

about the jaws of the hippo, which could 
“snap a crocodile in half.” 

“I should be more worried about ma- 
laria,” she said, “but I'm not.” 

ven back in the States, the simple 

| ie lifestyle is one that takes 
some getting used to, especially 

after Georgetown living. 
What the JVC calls “simple living” 

can be the most and least attractive part 

of the program. While many students 

relish the chance to put aside worldly 
things, they still have to make enough 
money to live on, and many have debts 
to pay off. Most projects offer only mod- 
est stipends, though during most of them, 
student loans are suspended. 

“We definitely lose people to finan- 
cial considerations,” Aquino said. “All 

the time.” 
VPS does not help with financing, at 

least “not officially,” though the office 
may point students to possible sources 
for grants. 

Some programs offer more money than 
others, such as the Teach For America 
program, which offers a teacher’s salary 
to its participants. “You're pretty much 
on your own for food and housing, but 
you are getting areal salary,” said Aquino. 

In JVC, the principle of simple living 
is taken quite seriously. 

“We're living in very low-income 
communities, and they want the volun- 

teers to feel part of the community,” 
said Cassels, “living at or below the 
poverty line.” 

Cassels said he looks forward to a 
chance to reevaluate his reliance on 
material things after witnessing thg 
Georgetown interviewing process, where 
“You kind of go all out, spending money 
on nice suits,” and the ultimate goal is 
ultimate wealth. 

“A year of living below the poverty 
line will probably knock me down a few 
pegs,” Cassels said. 

iven the challenges of postgrad 
(Gin life, some help might be 

useful for volunteers as to how to 
plan their involvement. It is not, how- 
ever, a plan usually formulated in the 
lobby of Leavey. 
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“Service people tend not to go to the 

Career Center,” said Aquino. 

Whereas the MBNA Career Center 
specializes in getting students paying 

jobs, VPS offers its own kind of guid- 
ance to potential volunteers, holding 

an Options Fair in November. There, 
information is available about the vari- 
ous programs, and an Options Retreat 

takes place a few weeks later, where 

students can meet others interested in 
postgraduate service. 

It’s not simply humanities majors or 
SESers eager to travel the world who 
show up for information. Aquino sees 
“a pretty mixed group” that includes 
students from all schools within the 
university. 

The pool also includes students of many 
religious backgrounds. “A lot of people 

complain every year how the Options Fair 

is spiritually based,” said Aquino, pointing 

out that VPS does not intend to favor reli- 

gious programs. Churches and other reli- 

gious organizations, she said, are the ones 

with the financial resources to support such 
programs. 

“That’s why they're able to give you 
health care,” she said. 

The JVC attracts a group of students 
who are “most, but certainly not all,” 
Catholic. Not all students in the faith- 
based programs name religion as the top 
reason for their involvement. 

Congratulations 
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“I’m not as interested in the spiritual 
aspect as I am in the/simple living and 
volunteering,” said. Cassels, who is 
Catholic. Ee 

“he reasons students give for un 
dertaking the projects are diverse, 
yet certdin theres resurface: a 

commitment to" improving some aspect 
of the world, and a fairly urgent desire to 
seize the moment... 

“It seemed like sorhething that was 
either now or never,” said Greg Bamford 
(COL "96), who has spent the years since 
graduation on a variety of volunteer 
projects, from Minneapolis to South 
Carolina. In the latter place, he helped 
repair a church burned by racially-mo- 
tivated arson. 

When he graduated, he figured it was 
his chance to give time and energy in a 
way that would be difficult later. He also 
wanted a change from his undergradu- 
ate life. “I wanted to'elp, and be out and 
learning things 'I'hadn’t learned at 
Georgetown,” said Baiford. ; 

“Georgetown is a great school, but 
it’s an isolated community, a very privi- 
leged community,” he said. 

Like Bamford, Cassels thinks a year 

out of school isithe perfect — and per- 
haps only — tine when twenty-four- 
hour service seems feasible. 

“I didn’t want to jump irto the business 
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Working with children is a very popular way to spend a year of service for graduating Georgetown seniors. 

world, and I didn’t think I would be able to 
[volunteer at that level] once I got into the 

swing of work,” he said. “Once you're in a 
career, you don’t have nearly as much time 
to give to other people.” 

The reasons that volunteers feel so driven 
to give of that time vary from person to 
person, and not all can even spell out 

exactly what made them sign on. 
“Right now it feels like I've always 

wanted to do it,” said Watson. She can, 

however, name several moments that 
made her choice clearer. After interning 
at USAID sophomore year, for example, 
she grew disturbed by facts like that, in 
some parts of the world, polio is still an 
active virus. 

“You feel like you should be out 
there making it easier for people to get 
the vaccine,” said Watson. 

ne common perception is that 

volunteer projects are not an and 
in themselves, but a break before 

joining the working world. Bamford en- 
tered postgrad service with the intent that 
“Id do this for one or two years, then apply 
for the kinds of jobs my friends were 
doing.” 

‘Even during his time in service, he 

participated in some of the same ac- 
‘tivities those friends had undertaken. 

“I spent a lot of time in the basement 
«of the convent where I was living, on 
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Postgraduate Service: Georgetown Ser iors Roll Up Their Sleeves 
the phone, lining up interviews,” he 
said. “Things people a year behind me 
were doing at the Leavey Center.” 

As time went on, though, he realized 

what he wanted to do, and it was not 

corporate raiding. “You start to look at 
service in a different way,” he said. 

ven if many students intend their 

Ei of service to be temporary, 
a precursor to more traditional 

work, some find there’s no going back. 
Three years out of college, Bamford is 

still not sitting in a window office. 
Instead, he is enrolled in a Great Books 
graduate program at St. John’s in An- 

napolis, Md., acquiring “extremely 
non-marketable skills,” and teaching. 

Ending up in a life of service, though, 
is not necessarily a bad thing, he said. He 

rejects the notion that “somehow you're 

wasting the education if you’re not out 
there making money.” 

Instead, many veteran volunteers find 

value in what Bamford calls “the privi- 
lege of having your assumptions 
shifted.” 

“If I'd set really specific goals for 
myself, I wouldn’t be where I am now,” 
he said. “And I’m very happy where I am 
now.” 

Many people who knew him at 

Georgetown, he said, might be surprised 

to see where he is now. Perhaps they 
would be surprised to talk to many Hoya 
postgrad volunteers; after all, he said, 

full-time service is not the most obvious 
option in a school where many newly- 
minted graduates are expected to hit 
Wall Street or the State Department. 

“Or law school,” Bamford said, “be- 

cause if you go to Georgetown, that’s 
what you do, right?” 

( Yo was planning on heading 
to law. school. He researched 
schools, studied for the LSAT, 

and even took the exam. When the time 
came to apply, however, the idea of 

service kept looming in his mind. He 
decided a year of service beat entering a 
professional path he wasn’t sure he 
wanted to follow. 

His desire to join a service program 

was strengthened, not threatened, by his 
friends’ enrollment in graduate school. 
“A lot of my friends are going to med 
school or law school,” said Cassels, but 

not all are sure of what they want to do. 

“A lot of the people going to law school,” 

he said, “don’t really know what they 

want to do.” 

He still holds onto the idea of attend- 
ing Notre Dame Law School, but for next 

year, at least, he plans to take things as 
they come. 

“I think the year,” said Cassels, “will 

teach me what I really want out of life.” 

“SCARY AS HELL” 
— Peter Travers, ROLLING STONE 

‘while shooting a documentary. 

+A year later their footage was found. 
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Dance Team Offers More Than Fancy Footwork 
BALLROOM, rrom p. 10 
  

the ballroom dancing team re- 
quires an annual fee of 65-dollars. 

The weekly one-hour social 
classes offer swing, Latin and ball- 
room, teaching mostly the fun and 
easy steps. The price for one semes- 
ter-long class is $35, according to 
Cowan. “If we charged the same 
rates as standard dance classes, we'd 
be charging $130-$150 a semester.” 

Team dancers pay for classes, 
shoes and travel expenses, which 
cost $500 for the Dorset, England 
trip. Some expenses for the trip 
were covered by club fundraising 
and Student Activities Commis- 
sion. 
According to Cowan, Georgetown 

receives such support because “we 
got lucky” and because the founder 
of the club, Sasha Reife (COL 98), 
had connections in the professional 
community. Reife, a transfer student 
from St. Petersburg, Russia, had al- 
ready been dancing for eight years 
when he formed the Georgetown 
University Ballroom Dancing Club. 

Named the U.S. Amateur 10 Dance 
Champion for this year, Reif left be- 
hind him an organization whose mem- 
bership has grown from its original 
three to 275 in the last three years. 

The explosive rise in membership 
this year has made the dance club one of 
Georgetown’s fastest-growing organi- 
zations. The male to female ratio in the 
club is surprisingly even, said Cowan. 
According to her, everyone is extremely 
hardworking and dedicated. Friendships 
apparently form easily and so, of course, 
do relationships. 

“Intra-group dating is inevitable,” 
said Allison May (SFS ’01). 
Members also enjoy relationships 

of a less romantic nature. “Ballroom 
dancing is a very social activity,” 
said May. “It’s very athletic, some- 
thing different.” 

Among the social activities of- 
fered to the entire Georgetown 
community are classes and weekly 

: 

outings. Geared towards beginners 
and anyone willing to try some- 
thing new, classes form at the be- 
ginning of the semester. The classes 
fall into two categories — social 
classes, for learning basic tech- 
niques, and team classes, which 

are a bit more rigorous and train 
students for competition. 

Cowan said the swing lessons 
are the most popular, because of 
swing’s recent comeback in mov- 
ies like “Swingers” and “Swing 
Kids.” Tango, salsa and mambo 
are also favorites. 

Classes are structured under the 
assumption that people “have never 
danced a step in their lives,” said 
Cowan. In fact, most people who 
join are beginners. Coming with a 
partner isn’t necessary, or even rec- 
ommended. “It’s easier to come 
alone,” said Cowan, “because part- 

ners rotate each class. The goal is to 
learn, and the last thing you have to 
worry about is if you have never 
danced before.” 

As evidence of how much a be- 
ginner can improve, Cowan said that 
a recent Dip Ball dance workshop 
was taught by members who had 
just started dancing last September. 
One semester of classes is usually 
enough for students to take what 
they learn and use it at a social level. 

Alternatively, motivated begin- 
ners can join the team classes, which 
are also for novices, but focus on 

more than basics. There is a greater 
goal in challenging the students to 
compete. After one semester of 
classes, students are ready to com- 
pete at a beginner level. Presently 
the team has 60 to 70 members. 

The club also plans weekly out- 
ings to local dance events at local 
studios and universities such as 
American University and Univer- 
sity of Maryland. These events are 
open to the entire Georgetown com- 
munity, and give everyone a chance 
to kick up their heels and socialize. 
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This year’s champion Ballroom dancing team poses in its performance costumes. 
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Tabloid News 

In Brief 

Scientists Prepare For Hell on Earth 
WASHINGTON, April 21 — While most weather experts have pre- 

dicted that 1999 will be the hottest year on record, meteorologists from 

around the country meeting here announced that this year will also be 
marked by “a hellish inferno, massive droughts wiping out crops and 
freakish wildfires reducing hundreds of cities to cinders,” which is being 
attributed to the approaching second coming of the Lord. The results of 
the conference were reported in the Weekly World News. 

Noted meteorologist Timothy Alackensby said that the freakish 
wedther was a result of both the after effects of El Nino and high 
pollution levels, as well as the wrath of God being visited upon the 
sinners of this world. “God is using this strange weather to warn us 
of the coming tribulation. We must all now devote ourselves to prayer 
and preparation.” 

While some scientists dismiss the role that divine punishment plays 
in climactic change, most at the conference agreed that angry and 
vengeful deities are an all-too-often cause of inclement weather. “It’s 
the whole butterfly in Beijing syndrome — an adulterer gets 
zapped by a divine lightning bolt somewhere in the world and 
oops, its goodbye Cleveland,” said one attendee. 

Baby Lenin Hearkens Revolution 
MOSCOW, April 22 — Russian scientists have spent over $100 

million dollars on a top-secret project to clone Vladimir Lenin, 
according to an article in The Sun. The effort, known as the Phoenix 

Project, is said to be the cornerstone of a plan by old-guard commu- 
nists to bring back the Soviet state. 

However, although the project has received both financial and 
political support, American analysts say that it will take atleast several 
decades before Lenin, Jr. is mature enough to lead a new revolution. 
“Of course, there’s always the possibility that Lenin, Jr. could be a 
quick study and pull it off a lot sooner,” one analyst said. 

“If Cold War history has taught us anything, itis that communists are 
patient,” he added. “They want the might Soviet empire restored, but 
they're willing to wait until the new Lenin comes of age.” 

United Werewolves Decrease Murders 

BATON ROUGE, La., April 20 — Victims of Werewolf syndrome, 
which includes uncontrolled hair growth and the insatiable urge to kill 
people during full moons, can now receive counseling from a new 
organization called Werewolfs Anonymous, according to the Weekly 
World News. 

The organization was founded by Dr. Mason Grumler, a local 
psychologist who specializes in the syndrome. “WA began in early 
1993 when, by chance, two of my patients met in a waiting room 
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The Features Staff would like to thank all the people who made this section possible. First of 

all, thanks to us, Liz and Sonya. (Clap, clap.) Thanks to Lizzy for making this transition pos- 

sible. (Clap.) Thanks to Miro and Karen, for actually reading stuff, even when warned other- 
wise. (Yay.) Thanks to the copyeditors, columnists and photo staff. (Hoo-yah.) Thanks to 
Flynn for the technical support. Thanks to our writers, Laurie, Amy, Shirah, Carrie, and Sh- 

annon. And special thanks to Pagemaker, for coming up with breaks like “Sh-annon. 
’ 27 people. No matter how I tried to resist the urge, it always overcame 

[* and began sharing their feelings. 
However, the organization has come under controversy for what 

Grumler calls its “I’m ok, you’re ok” approach. Grumler said WA 
focused less on the disease, which is incurable, and more on helping 
members get over the low self-esteem and social stigma that comes 
with being a brutal, hirsute killer. 

WA now boasts 257 members, having burgeoned into a nation- 
wide self-help movement. “WA has made a new man out of me, 

“according to another member. “Before I joined the program, I killed 

me. But I’ve gone almost five years without killing anybody.” 
— Compiled by Clay Risen from the Tabloid News Briefs     
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~ “You HAVE RIGHTS” = 

LLOYD A. MALECH 
CRIMINAL/TRIAL ATTORNEY 

SUITE 801 
1015 EIGHTEENTH STREET, N.W. 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20036 

   

(202) 955-1011 
FAX: (202) 659-3145       

  

ATTENTION 
CLASS OF 39 
YOUR NEW YOR APARTMENT 1S AT 

  

LIVE RIGHT DOWNTOWN   

  

  

    
Manhattan’s Most Stylish Art Deco Building 

Is Now Downtown’s Beautiful New Rental 

| Studios, 1, 2, 3 & 4 Bedrooms 

Starting from $1,450 

Special apartments with home offices, several with terraces 
MANY IDEAL FOR SHARING 

eo Complimentary Fitness Center 

© On-Site Business Center (conference room, computers, fax and copier) 

24 Hour Attended Lobby 

| o Oversized Windows 

o Totally wired for the New Millenium 

o Steps to Wall Street, The Financial District and South Street Seaport 

  

  

| VISIT OUR WEBSITE TODAY 

AND RESERVE YOUR NEW NEW YORK HOME 

www.99john.com NO FEE 

MAY OCCUPANCY 212-217-9999   99 John Street   

New York, New York     = tt ROCKROSE 
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CENTER FOR ETHIOPIAN ARTS AND CULTURE 
  

Been There, 

Done That: 
Out and About with Liz Khalil 

Wandering around Adams Morgan, 
you never know what you’ll find. 

Located in a little U Street walkup, the 

Center for Ethiopian Arts and Culture 
(CEAC) is a combined museum, cultural 

center and a minor, planning empire that 
organizes dance and musical perfor- 
mances, exhibitions and music and dance 

classes. It also sponsors the Nile Ethiopian 
Ensemble, which performs traditional 

Ethiopian music and dance. 
The main drawing point of the Center 

itself is the museum, whose 900-odd 

pieces are mostly the personal collec- 
tion of Tesfaye Lemma, a musician and 
composer who brought the items with 
him from Ethiopia. If you think that’s 
quite a task, imagine trying to display 
it all in a tiny townhouse. 

Lemma and the Ethiopian Orchestra 
came to the States 30 years ago, when 
they appeared on the Ed Sullivan Show. 
A photographic exhibit documenting 
that trip is currently in the works with 
help from an ethnologist from the 
Smithsonian. I don’t know about you, 
but I'm mightily impressed with any- 
one who appeared on the Ed Sullivan 
Show. I mean, the Beatles were on that 
show, for Pete’s sake. 

Anyway, back to the Center. Tesfaye 
Lemma explained to me that the idea of 
museums is not something popular 
among most people in Ethiopia, or at 
least it is not something with which 
they are familiar. Instead, people give 
money to churches, which are the re- 

pository of artifacts and main center of 
cultural life; as a result, getting them to 

support something like the Center is 
difficult. Bottom line: you won’t be 
fighting crowds to get in. 

Since it’s so small, it’s a good bite- 

size cultural experience. You can 
spend a little or a lot of time there, 

during which Tesfaye Lemma will be 
happy to answer any questions. 

As you enter, you'll see a display 
reenacting the traditional Ethiopian cof- 
fee ceremony, which is a sort of com- 

bined meal and gossip session. (The 
Ethiopian town of Kaffa is allegedly the 
birthplace of coffee, so come and pay 
homage to the substance that gets you 

through exams.) The ceremony is usu- 
ally performed three times a day, as well 
as anytime a visitor comes over. You sit 
around a low table and sip coffee and 
munch popcorn, which represents laugh- 
ter. During the first round of coffee, ev- 
eryone discusses broad national issues; 

on the second round, things a little closer 

to home. With every round (and, presum- 
ably, as the caffeine takes effect), things 

get more personal. 
If this is starting to resemble a drinking 

game, shame on you and your beer- 
soaked mind. Doing shots of coffee is not 
the same as downing Everclear. (This 
ends the public-service message portion 
of “Been There, Done That.”) 

Past the coffee table is a hall of framed 
drawings, which takes you through the 
history of Ethiopia. Next, you enter the 
main room with its displays of religious 
objects, farm implements and musical in- 
struments. As a musician — okay, a singer 
— I was most fascinated by this section. The 
most famous Ethiopian instrument is the 
krar, a kind of lyre. (The Center offers krar 

lessons for those who are intrigued by this.) 
There’s also a straw hut that shows how a 
real Ethiopian family might live. 

There’s a lot to see, but fortunately it’s 

compactly arranged, so you can take it all 
in a fairly short time. I appreciate this, as 
someone who loves the idea of large muse- 
ums but resists the time commitment. At the 
CEAC, you don’t have to devote your 
whole afternoon to staying inside, which is 
a good thing since the surrounding area is 
one of the funnest neighborhoods in D.C. 
(one that doesn’t blink when you coin 
words like funnest”). If fate brings me back 
to live in the District, I'm setting up house- 
keeping in Adams Morgan. 

The presence of the large Ethiopian 
community means lots of groceries and 
restaurants, particularly down U Street 
and on 18th Street. The well-known Red 
Sea restaurant is at 2463 18th St., as well 
as less well-known ones whose names I 
can’t tell you, since they’re in Amharic. 

Keep an eye out for the many grocers, 
which are often located in the bottom 
halves of upstairs-downstairs townhouses. 
If you're into cooking, the spices you can 
get there will excite you, and you can often 
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get them for cheap. 
For just a couple of bucks, you can 

also buy Ethiopian bread — well, 

“bread” doesn’t begin to accurately 
describe it. Its rubbery, bubbly texture 
most closely resembles that stuff you 
put under carpets for padding. I mean 
that in a good way. It takes some getting 
used to, but once you do, its sourdough 
bite is delicious, even habit-formingly 
so. Just try to buy it during the end of 
your junket since it only seems to come 
in zillion-pound increments and it’s not 
the most fun to lug around. 

This is more of an issue than you 
might think, because you’ll be doing a 
lot of walking in Adams Morgan; there 
is no quick getaway. Transportation 
issues, in fact, constitute the biggest 

obstacle to my spending more time 
there. The bus situation involves trans- 
fers from Dupont Circle. The closest 
Metro stop is U Street-Cardozo, one of 
the endpoints on the Green Line, a.k.a. 

the Metro Station that Time Forgot. 
You can sit in the station for ages before 
the train actually stafts moving. 

I've had interesting experiences walk- 
ing from the Metro, though. I heard some- 

thing I hadn’t heard since the Bahamas — 
women calling out from all over going, 
“Hey, pretty girl! Want your hair braided?” 

Taxis from campus are usually only 
$5.50 (except, of course during rush hour, 
which is any hour the cabbie is rushing to 
get somewhere else). 

Speaking of taxis, when I took one to 
the Center, the driver happened to be 
Ethiopian. When he asked me where I 
was going, he was pretty shocked to 
find out that this random girl knew 
about the place, but he didn’t. 

So now you, too, know what even 

many Ethiopians do not. Don’t thank 
me; just save me some of that carpet- 
padding bread when you go. 

The Center for Ethiopian Arts and 
Culture is located ar 1522 U St, NW. It 
is open Thursdays and Fridays from 5- 
8 p.m. and Saturdays and Sundays 
Jrom 2 to 8 p.m. For more information, 

call (202) 667-3638, or visit 

ceac.netnation. com. 
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Physics for Poets 

By CouRTNEY PETERSON 
HovA STAFF WRITER 
  

Zinc. 

We need it in the bloodstream, 

have it in insulin, and now can 

use it to produce large molecules 
— even rubber! — much more 

efficiently. Never heard of that 
last role for zinc? Well, neither 
did a lot of chemists until they 
attended the American Chemical 

Society’s semiannual meeting. At 
the conference, researcher 

  

Learning about the 
world around us 
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hy       

Geoffrey Coates of Cornell Uni- 
versity and colleagues announced 
the development of a new method 
to aid in synthesizing polymers, 
an important part of technology. 

Polymers are very large mol- 
ecules consisting of many smaller 
repeating units of atoms linked 
together. Since this class of mol- 
ecules includes such diverse sub- 
stances as nucleic acids, proteins, 

polysacchrides (sugars), minerals, 

plastics, and even rubber, this new 
finding has dramatic implications. 

Coates and colleagues made a 
novel zinc-containing catalyst. A 
catalyst is a substance that speeds 
up a reaction or allows a reaction 
to take place by lowering the 
amount of energy normally re- 
quired for the reaction to take 
place. Catalysts, however, are not 

themselves changed by partici- 
pating in the reaction. Therefore,   Oo can be used over and over 

  

again. 

Coates and colleagues’ new 
catalyst synthesizes chainlike 
molecules called polycarbonates. 
Polycarbonates form by condens- 
ing, or linking together, carbon 

dioxide and an epoxidee, which 

is anoxygen-containing hydrocar- 
bon. 

Using zinc to create a polycar- 
bonate catalyst, however, is nota 
novel idea. Earlier attempts were 
made, but failed because the zinc 

catalysts did not allow the reac- 
tions to proceed fast enough in 
practical terms. 

To solve this problem, Coates 
and colleagues bonded zinc to a 
pair of nitrogen atoms and then 
bonded the nitrogen atoms to the 
arms of large hydrocarbons. In 
addition, they also linked either 

acetate (C2H302-) or methoxide 
(CH40) to the zinc. This catalyst 
is better able to link together the 
carbon dioxide and epoxide in an 
alternating sequence and to make 
polymers of the same length. In 
contrast, previous catalysts were 
not able to link these components 
together in an alternating sequence 
and the lengths of the polymers 
that they made varied in length. 

The advantages of these cata- 
lysts do not stop here. The new 
zinc-containing catalyst makes the 
reaction proceed over 50 times 
faster than the other zinc cata- 
lysts. The temperature (20-50 de- 
grees Celcius) and pressure (100 
pounds per square inch) condi- 
tions under which the new cata- 
lyst work are far lower than those 
of the old catalysts, thereby sav- 
ing money and the environment. 
Lastly, many different polycar- 
bonates can be synthesized be- 
cause the new zinc-based catalyst 
can link a wide variety of ep- 
oxides to carbon dioxide. i,   

Write for Features 

Next Year 
  

  
  

EMPLOYMENT 

VALET- Earn up to $9-13/hour: with tips. 
Federal Valet needs car parkers in the 

Washington Area. FT or PT, evenings and 

weekends. Call 202-364-8399. 

$1500 weekly potential mailing our 

circulars. No Experience Required. Free 

Information packet. Call 202-452-5942. 

SUMMER Employment- World Pool 
Service. 703-264-1149. (flexible hours, 

great working conditions, good pay). 

PAID Internship: The National Private 

Truck Council, an Alexandria-based trade 

association, is looking for an intern (with 

a strong work ethic and sense of humor) to 

work 20-25 hours weekly, assisting the 

director of government relations. This is a 

great opportunity to obtain first-hand 

knowledge of the government relations 

process. Sure, there will be some “grunt” 

work, but there also will be Congressional 

research projects; House and Senate 

hearings; and reseptions to attend. Pay is 

$10/hour and parking or ground 
transportation from the Braddock Road 
Metro Station is included. If you're 

interested, please fax your resume and 

cover letter ASAP to: Matt Mlynarczyk, 

Director, Government Relations, National 
Private Truck Council, 703/683-1217. 

WEB/INTERNET Asst: Want in on the 

ground floor of e-commerce? We're an 

Alexandria web start-up launching our 

store soon. Join us as a full-time admin. 

asst. and do everything from’ clerical to 

marketing to purchasing to cool web stuff. 

Show us what you can do - and move up. 
We're looking for a positive, efficient, 

creative, hard-worker who can meet 

challenges. B.A./B.S., marketinf exp. 

preferred. Fax Resume to “703-548-9606” 

or e-mail to WebStartUp @aol.com. 

CASHIERS needed at Zorba’s Cafe, Conn 

Ave. at 20th, next to Metro. Part time, full 

time, days or eve’s. Call 301-674-7041, 
2:00-7:00 PM. Mon. thru Sat. 

INTERNSHIP (paid 20-25 flexible hrs/ 
wk)- Bethesda health care consultancy 

seeks students interested in healthcare or 

business to assist research managers with 

health research, business projects, and 

other office duties. Prefer Word, Excel, 

Access experience. Fax resume to 301-652- 

1250 or call 301-625-1818. 

FUN internshipin PR, journalism and 

technology in an exciting new internet/ 

music start-up. Georgetown students and 

recent graduates preferred. Email resume 

and cover letter to Erin Leone. 
Email:eleone @localmusic.com Fax # 202/ 
338-7437. 

TAKING NEXT Year Off? Professional 
couple seeks mature, responsible, fun- 

loving individual to be a live-in nanny for 

a2 +6 yr. old. Competitive salary, room/ 

board, car, benefits. Non-amoker, one-year 

commitment. References requires. Call 301- 
365-5681 evenings. 

LISTRANI’S RESTAURANT- Full and 
Part time positions available. Waitstaff, 

cashiers, drivers, & hostess. In person 

interviews M-F 3-5pm 363-0620 w/ Alice. 
Close to University. Great Restaurant. 
Great Pay. 

HAVE FUN! Work Together! Promote 
education! Cutting edge internet company 

near GW seeks enthusiatic, assertive sales 

team. Part time. Excellent pay. Please 

inquire w/Bev @ 202.872.7794. 

HELP WANTED- $10 per hour part-time. 
Looking for female to work at “A Wedding 

Creation”. Call Ed. (202) 333-5762. 

PART-TIME Receptionist- DC law firm 
seeks part-time receptionist Monday 

through Friday from approximately 3:00pm 

to 6:30pm. Position is available as of May 

1, 1999. Salary $8-$9 per hour. 
Responsibilities include answering 
telephone calls, greeting clients, sending 

and distributing faxes, coordinating 

incoming/outgoing deliveries, and other 

miscellaneous office tasks such as copying 

and filing. Pleasant phone manner and 

positive attitude essential. Please send 
resume to Office Manager, James & Hoffman, 

1146 19th St., NW, Suite 600, Washington, 
DC 20036 or fax to (202) 496-0555. 

STARTING IN MAY, childcare needed for 
11 years old boy, from 3:00pm-6:30pm, 

several days a week and some weekends. 

Must be responsible and reliable. Driver's 
license a plus. References. Metro 
accessible. Excellent salary. Call 202-362- 

2380 Today! 

HISTORIC COMPANY Now Hiring; 
Retail Sales & Data Entry for store located 

one block from the White House. Also, 

interviewing for experienced HTML to 

expand our web site... Call Mia @ (202) 

347-3934. 

RESPONSIBLE student with car needed 
to pick up child from National Cathedral 

School and take to our Captiol Hill home. 

During summers, will need to pick up from 

camp. Requires approximately 2 hours per 

day, 3-5 times per week. $7.50/hr. 
References required. Call (202) 543-8492 

NANNY/ROUSTABOUT, start $1,000/ 
month ASAP; ten minutes from 
Georgetown; 3-8pm weekdays plus one 

weekend eve. Preferably for year or more. 

Supervise 8 year old Kevin's homework, 

play, cleanups; pickup after school, drive 

as necessary (as to doctor); help/do dinner, 

dishes afterwards. Perks: pool, tennis 

court. Phone 202/363-9880. 

SEEKING Part-time Childcare- Looking 

for dependable, energetic babysitter to 

watch our 4-year daughter and 8 year-old 
son in our Captiol Hill home, 2-3 days a 

week, preferably Tues. and Wed.-- but 

we're flexible. Prefer if you have a driver’s 

license so you can take kids to the pool. If 

interested, please call (202) 546-6179. 

OFFICE ASSISTANT Needed: to assist 
professional consultant with daily office 
work for a few hours a week, schedule to be 
determined. Conviently located in the 

Cloisters next to campus. $8/hour. Must be 

skilled in word processing, fax. Please call 

Bernadette Toomey (202) 625-0044. ASAP. 

VOLUNTEER Camp Counselors Needed- 
Children’s National Medical Center’s 
Department of Neurology needs volunteer 

camp counselors (18 or older) for Camp 

Great Rock ‘99, an overnight summer camp 

for children and adolescents with epilepsy. 

All applications are welcome- preference 

will be given to people with previous 

experience as camp counselors and/or those 

who have worked with children, espically 

those with disabilities. The camp will be 
held from August 15-21, 1999 near Olney, 
Maryland. Children’s provides full time 

medical personnel and counselors recieve 

free training in CPR, seziure recognition, 

and first aid. Please call Sandy Weinstein 

  

at 202-884-5948 for information or call 
Nancy Downie at 703-750-3000, ext. 502 (e- 

mail downinan@versar.com) to request an 

application. 

FOR SALE 

#1 SPECIALS! Cancun & Jamaica $399, 

Bahamas $459, Florida $129. Free “Spring 

Beak Uncensored” video included!!! 1-800- 

234-7007. www.endlesssummertours.com 

#1 PANAMA CITY vacations! Free Parties - 

No Cover. Best beachfront hotels from $129. 

Free “Spring Break Uncensored” Video! 1- 

800-234-7007. 
www.endlesssummertours.com 

EUROPE $159 o/w anytime in 1999. Carib/ 
Mexico $159 r/t. Discount Fares Worldwide. 

800-326-2609. www.airhitch.org (taxes 

additional) 

LOW COST Self defense classes for women! 
The DC Rape Crisis Center and The Empower 

Profram will offer a four session self defense 
class starting May 3rd. Sliding scale fee. 

Classes wil be held Mondays and 
‘Wednesdays from 7-10pm in Takoma Park, 

two blocks from the metro. Free parking 
provided. Call 202-232-0789 to register. 

NEED a good suit and shirt for job 

interviews? Need a tuxedo for Spring Prom? 

Need beatuiful evening dress? Rush to Thrift 

Shop 2622 “P” St. 

MOVING SALE- Sunday 1708 37th St. 
12pm-5pm. 

MISC. 

LSAT, GRE, & GMAT preparation 

courses at GWU. $475 or less-- about half 

the cost of commercial prep classes! Call 

GW at 973-1150. 

MIKE (FROM PA ???)- Daytona Beach, 

March 11, 1999. I couldn’t stop looking 

at you, you asked me to dance. Id really 

like to see you again someday, but if T 
don’t, I want to thank you for a great 

night. You are the most incredible guy 

I've ever met. Amy (from MN) 

parsoa01 @stcloudstate.edu 320-255- 

4565. 

RESPONSIBLE, 26 year old female grad 

student looking for a sublet for mid-May 

to mid Aug. Call 225-336-0381 or 504- 
889-1877. 

HUGE INTERNET Profits!- Refer 

people to the World’s First 3D Virtual 

Reality Shopping Mall and make money 

when they shop online with your VIP 

Discount Code. FREE! No selling. 1-877- 

507-8936 (toll free); Positive Produc- 

tions, P.O. Box 2420, Atlanta, CA 94501. 

Try it! Code # LJA 3677 at 

www.athomemall.cc 

PLACE your resume on the Internet for 

three months free. For information, mail a 

stamped, sel-addressed envelope to: 

WASS P.O. Box , Capitol Hghts., Md. 

Call 

202- 687 -3947 To 

Have 

This Space 

31S 
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Passage Pilgrimage 

  

Homeward Bound Foundation 

The African Studies Program, 
The Center for Minority Education Affairs 

and The Homeward Bound Foundation 

Present: 

Date: Friday, April 30, 1999 

Time: 4:00pm - 6:00pm, Reception follows 

RSVP by April 23, Seating is limited 
For more information please contact: 
202 687 5937 or 202 333 0911 

  
Georgetown University 

The Middle Passage - Africa to the Americas 

Please join Dr. Gwendolyn Mikel, Director, African Studies Program, 
Georgetown University; Dr. Denis Williams, Director, Center for 
Minority Education Affairs, Georgetown University: and Wayne James, 
President Homeward Bound Foundation; in the discussion of the Middle 

Place: Inter-Cultural Center Auditorium, Georgetown University 
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Swinging Into 

Victory With Style 
By Amy YANG 
Hoya Starr WRITER   

John Travolta did it. Princess Di was picture-perfect 
doing it. Annette Bening and Michael Douglas pulled 
it off flawlessly in “The American President.” Even 
Hillary and Bill can look good doing it. Face it, it’s 
ballroom dancing time. 

With its rising popularity in the media, ballroom, 
swing and Latin dancing have become a trendy pastime. 
And with Dip Ball around the corner, the time to show 

one’s dancing skill — or lack thereof — has arrived. 
Ballroom dancing is not only reserved for the profes- 

sionally trained, however. The fever has spread to col- 
lege campuses all over the country. The Georgetown 
Ballroom Dancing Club, one of the largest student orga- 
nizations on campus, offers classes, social outings and 
competitions for the Georgetown community. 

At the biannual International Dancesport Festival in 
Dorset, England, Georgetown’s own ballroom dancing 
team re-claimed the title of International Intercollegiate 
Formation Team for 1999. The team first won in 1997 in 
their debut at the event. The festival this year ran from 
March 27 to April 3 and included universities such as 
Case Western Reserve, Brown and numerous schools 
from England and elsewhere in Europe. 

The festival was split into two competitions: an indi- 
vidual standard ballroom dance and team formation. 
According to Ballrom Dancing Club President Elaine 
Cowan (MSB ’99), Georgetown did better than ever 

before in the individual competition, but it was in the 

team competition that Georgetown really took center 
stage. 

The 16-member team performed a four-minute choreo- 
graphed routine to “Sing, Sing, Sing” from “Swing Kids.” 
Dressed in sailor outfits and *40s dresses, the team out- 
danced 10 schools to win the title. The winning team 
included Dina Randolph (MSB ’01), Alisa Tugberk (MSB 

’02), Erica DeJoannis (GRD GM), Jennifer Haliski (GRD 

GM), Anna Kleymenova (MSB ’99), Alexis Olans (SFS 

’01), Elaine Cowan (MSB ’99), Kristin Adair (SFS ’02), 

Natalie Hsieh (COL ’02), Craig Pike (GRD GM), Kevin 
Gomes (COL ’02) and non-Georgetown students Surinder 

Thind and Charlotte Thompson. 
Since September, the team worked on perfecting their 

routine, putting in more than 130 hours of practice, in 
addition to their normal team lessons. The lindy-hop 
style routine resembled that seen in the Gap swing com- 
mercials and was choreographed by Ron Bennet. Bennet, 
a former international dance champion and the owner of 
Chevy Chase Ballroom and Dancesport Center in Chevy 
Chase, Md. is also the coach for the team. 

In fact, coaching has always been one of the three- 
year-old club’s strengths. The team is under the supervi- 
sion of three D.C. area professional instructors, who 
offer their expertise at reduced rates. Participation in 

See BALLROOM, ». 8 
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College Dean Robert B. Lawton, S.J. departs Georgetown leaving a legacy that he hopes will 

serve as a foundation for future developments in Georgetown’s academics. 

Lawton Departs, Legacy Remains 
Dean Fostered Change in 

Arts and Sciences at GU 
LAWTON, From Pp. 1 

known to many of the students in 
the College, said Jaremey 
McMullin (COL ’99), the student 

representative on the committee 
to search for the College’s new 
dean. “It’s unfortunate that the ma- 
jority of students don’t know who 
Fr. Lawton is,” he said. 

Reserved in person, Lawton is 
nonetheless forthright about his 
attachment to Georgetown and to 
the Washington area. Born in 
Maryland and raised in the Dis- 
trict, Lawton will leave behind not 
only a campus, but also a network 
of friends in the area that has been 
his home for so many years. 

At Georgetown, he has been part of 
several changes, the most drastic of 

which may have been the 1995 restruc- 
turing of Georgetown College, which 
brought the School of Languages and 
Linguistics and certain departments of 
the School of Foreign Service under 
the aegis of the College. 

At a school that is often only 
known for its liberal arts and for- 
eign service programs, Lawton’s 
influence on the science and art 
departments have contributed to 
plans that will enhance and en- 
large those fields in the future. 
Associate Professor Jim 

Freericks, chair of the physics de- 
partment, says that Lawton has had 
“a large impact” on his depart- 
ment. Lawton “has pushed hard for 
scientists to teach courses for non- 
scientists — like The Quantum 

World Around Us — and has 
stressed’ the importance of scien- 
tific literacy for all college under- 
graduates,” said Freericks. 

The past few years have seen the 
physics department grow signifi- 
cantly, Freericks said, starting with 
the number of physics majors. “Our 
undergraduate class size is about 
two and a half times the national 
average, and the number of female 

national average,” he said. “We have 

achieved this success without the 
benefit of a graduate program.” 

How the sciences will fare under 
the direction of a new dean remains 
to be determined, but faculty have 

several ideas in mind for how the 
new appointment should approach 
the subject. 

According to Timothy Snyder, 
Dean of Science and Wright Family 
Distinguished Professor of Com- 
puter Science, “The new dean needs 
to recognize the crisis we are in, in 

terms of science facilities. Every- 
thing we do is affected by our facili- 
ties problems, and we are beginning 
to lose talented faculty because we 
cannot give them what they need to 
be creative.” 

Snyder believes in Lawton’s com- 
mitment to the sciences; his posi- 
tion as Dean of Science is, in fact, 

one that Lawton created. “Lawton’s 
greatest talent is probably his abil- 
ity to find the right people for the 
right tasks, then use, and generally 
trust, their talents,” said Snyder. 

“The key to Lawton’s legacy is not 
that he focused on the arts and sci- 
ences,” he said, “but how he did it. 

At no point did he tell us what we 
needed to do or how to proceed. 
Rather, he asked us, time and again, 

to use our professional judgment and 
‘Dream, but be practical.’” 

And now Lawton must apply these 
talents to his leadership position in 
California. Lawton maintains no im- 
mediate plans to return to 
Georgetown, because he says that it 
is impossible to think that far in the 
future. He says, however, that his 

years at Georgetown allowed him to 
apply his talents in a most effective 
manner. “It’s hard to find a job that 
suits your personality, but this suited 
mine.” 

When asked how he would de- 
scribe that personality, he did not 
hesitate. rt 

  

students is about four times the “Focused,” he said. 
    

Seniors Take Road Less Traveled 
  

  
Habitat for Humanity participants Melissa Tytko (MSB ‘99) and Tom Cassels (COL 99) plan to embark on a year of community service after graduation. 
  

BY ELizaBeTH KHALIL 
Hoya STAFF WRITER 
  

s April draws to a close and graduation looms, many Georgetown 
seniors will trade their bookbags for sleek attaché cases, and others 

will have a summer of leisure before starting school all over again as 
grad students. Some of their classmates, though, are not planning to ring up 
five-figure salaries this fall. Resisting the seduction of Wall Street and the 
comfort of student life, some are gearing up for life as full-time volunteers. 

Sixty-five members of the Class of 1998 entered a postgraduate program 
of community service, according to Cristina Aquino, program coordinator 
for the Volunteer and Public Service Center, and she expects about the same 

figure for this year’s grads. 
For those willing to commit a year or more of their lives to working for little 

or no money, a wide variety of programs are available, most of which offer 
minimal living stipends and housing in exchange for work. Some of the more 
well-known ones include Avodah, a two-year-old Jewish-based program; 
the Jesuit Volunteer Corps, a Catholic program; the Peace Corps; Teach for 
America and Bill Clinton’s (SFS ’68) Americorps. Some programs, like 
Teach for America, specialize in appointing graduates to teaching positions 
in disadvantaged areas; others encompass a spectrum of projects, from 
building homes to tutoring to researching legislative issues. 

Several students, like Omekongo Dibinga (SES ’99), initiate their own 

projects. Dibinga received a grant from the African Studies department to 

go to Tanzania next year, where he plans to research the prospects for starting 
a school for Congolese refugees. ; 

Most students, though, according to Aquino, end up in one of the three 
largest programs — the Peace Corps, Teach for America, and the Jesuit 
Volunteer Corps. 

The last, one of the oldest “faith-based” service organizations, sends 
graduates to live in communities of four to six volunteers. All of JVC’s work, 

she said, relates to four basic principles: “simple living, community, spiri- 

tuality, and service.” The specific activities participants do range “from 
working in a homeless shelter to doing advocacy work to teaching.” 

Tom Cassels (COL ’99), who will enter a JVC program in the fall, is in the 

process of finding out exactly what type of work he will do. He is interviewing 
for a job as a teacher’s aide and basketball coach at a Camden, N.J., high 

school. 
The JVC also offers international placements, though the most famous 

overseas program may be the Peace Corps. Headed by a Georgetown grad 
(Mark Gearan, LAW °91), the Peace Corps has a long track record with Hoya 

alumni. Volunteers spend two years at a given site working on projects to 
facilitate economic development, education and health. 

Within that framework, though, the work volunteers -are called on to do 

varies widely, even for those without prior experience. 
“A lot of people without specific skills,” said Aquino, “tend to go into 

fisheries or beekeeping.” 
See SERVICE, ». 7 

Leaving France As 

More Than a Spectator 
As my year comes to an end, I have been complaining about how impending exams hinder 

my appreciation of my final weeks in France. It is true that I am not getting out as much, and 
stress is darkening the edges of the spring days. However, at the same time, “studying” 
provides an excellent climate for staring into space and reflecting on anything and 
everything, including the past nine months. My grand discovery from this reflection? This 
year I have lived a life unlike I knew before, a life I will, in all likelihood, never know again. 

A sage teacher from my high school days always said, “If you speak one language you 
live one life. If you speak two languages you live two lives. And if you speak three languages 
you live three lives.” This saying has come back to me again and again this year. 
Consequently, I have concluded that, beyond all the other aspects of a year away from home, 
living another life is the real meaning of study abroad. 

Rather deceptively, the high points of this year have almost all involved travel. Most 
college students — rightly — see junior year abroad as a chance to see the world — or at 

least a big chunk. During my 
travels in Europe (and as far as 
Israel!) I have tasted many dif- 
ferent cultures and met people 
I will never forget. The adven- 
tures, the perils of globe-trot- 

ting, deportation, emergency 

  

Hoyas ABROAD 
  

room visits, checking into a 

seemingly innocuous hotel 
that turned out to be a bordello 
— none of these things hap- 

Sloane Starke 
  pened on the sidewalk between 

my host family’s apartment 
and my university. Needless 
to say, for a while I thought my 

Strasbourg, France     vacations would really be what   

COURTESY Tom CASSELS 

  
made my year. 

Lately, however, I have discovered that although traveling has been great, it is a far cry 
from being the essence of this experience. Once I got past the novelty of all the little 
differences, I realized that a year abroad is not about doing new things every day. On the 
contrary, it is about doing the same things every day. But how different these things are than 
the things I do, think, and feel at home. 

To me, this year has been ultimately about letting the fact of living in another country 
seep into me, like some kind of cultural marinade. Sooner or later, without my noticing along 
the way, the everyday aspects of life have taken on a different flavor — sometimes good, 
sometimes bad, but mostly just different. I wake up in a French household. I use French 
toothpaste, and I don’t floss. I walk past pretty old buildings and little tiny cars on my way 
to class. I eat cheese after dinner. I stay in on Sundays. I read French books and watch French 
TV — or American TV dubbed into French. 

I have no desire to speak out in class. I don’t want any work to stand out from the work 
of others. I have acquired an arsenal of different colored pens and highlighters. I have almost 
perfected looking bored and annoyed at the same time. I am starting to think rubber-soled 
moonboots look cute on some people, and that all this time I have been buying my jeans 
two sizes too big. (Good thing I am going home soon.) 

I also enjoy sitting down to almost every meal and eating wonderful food everywhere I 
go. I have learned to decipher and even appreciate the esoteric theories and octahedral 
diagrams so dear to the French intellect that unlock the secrets of political science. Most 
of all, I have discovered I want to get myself a little dog and take it with me everywhere. 

In essence, I have pinched a slice of someone else’s life and am living it myself. At times, 
I feel like some sort of impostor. But it is a good feeling, because I know that in a way, it will 
help me to live my own life more genuinely. Just as knowing another language helps you 
to use your own more efficiently, so too does living another kind of life help you to live your 
own more deliberately. Knowing a second, or third, or fourth language opens a door to a new 
and different life. Living abroad gives you that life to live. This may sound like a dramatic 
conclusion after a mere nine months spent in another culture, but it’s one that will get me 

a lot further than a bunch of stamps in my passport — that year-long visa is worth the whole 
lot of them. : 
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TRACK 

Men Take 

Two Titles at 

Penn Relays 
By SEAN P. FLYNN 
Hoya STAFF WRITER 

  

  

Georgetown’s track teams had sev- 
eral strong finishes at the prestigious 
Penn Relays, an annual track meet 

held last weekend at Franklin Field in 
Philadelphia, on the campus of the 
University of Pennsylvania. 

The men’s team picked up two 
crowns in college events, one indi- 

vidual and one team event. In the 
men’s long jump, senior France Davis 
won his second career Penn Relays 
individual title, leaping 24 feet, 11 

inches, five and a half inches further 

than St. John’s Garfield Swaby. Davis 
last won an individual title in 1997, 
when he won the high jump. 

The 4-x-400-meter relay won the 
other Georgetown championship. 
Freshman Jeff Reinhardt, sophomore 

Nick Reynolds, junior Miguel Lam- 
bert and sophomore John Marquiss 
crossed the finish line in that race’s 
college men’s IC4A division with a 
time of 3:10.15, edging out 
Pittsburgh’s 3:10.23. 

The 4-x-one mile team of junior 
Isidro Pimentel, senior John Jordan, 
sophomore Matt Dunn and senior 
Sam Gabremariam were second place 
in their race, crossing the finish line in 

16:26.08. First place Arkansas set a 
national record with atime of 16:07.96. 
In the distance medley, Gabremariam, 

Pimentel and Jordan joined freshman 
Hakim Johnson for a third-place time 
0f9:36.31,againfinishing behind first- 

* place ‘Arkansas!’ : 
Seniors Ky Adderley, Tim Brennan, 

Gabremariam and Matt Kalwinsky 
again fell victim to Arkansas in the 4- 
x-800-meter race, finishing third with 

atime of 7:17.55, almost four seconds 

behind first-place Arkansas’ 7:13.87. 
Freshman Michael Williams, 

Johnson, Reynolds and Kalwinsky 
See TRACK, »p. 4S   

WoMEN’s LACROSSE 
  

  
Sophomore midfielder Sarah Oglesby, right, keeps close watch on JMU midfielder Jess Marion, who scored two goals against Georgetown on Sunday. 

www.thehoya.com/sports 
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AmANDA WARD/T HE HoyA 

Late Goals Propel GU Past No. 3 James Madison 
Elbe Hat Trick 

Anchors Upset 
By SEaN GORMLEY 
Hoya STAFF WRITER   

The Georgetown women’s lacrosse 

team took on a skilled James Madison 
team on Saturday and came away with 
a huge 10-8 win. Despite falling behind 
in both halves, the then-No. 9 Hoyas 

fought hard to upset the third-ranked 
team in the nation. 

The win moved the Hoyas up to 

eighth in the country and improved 
their record to 9-5, while the loss 
dropped the James Madison Dukes to 
No. 5 in the IWLCA poll. It also gives 
Georgetown a head of steam going into 
the NCAA tournament, which begins 

on May 5. 
The Hoya attack featured one of 

their most balanced performances of 
the year, with freshman attack Erin Elbe 

leading the team with three goals, all in 
the second half. All-America sopho- 
more attack Sheehan Stanwick netted a 
pair of goals, as did sophomore 
midfielder Sarah Oglesby and junior 
midfielder Susan Stewart. 

Head Coach Kim Simons said: “It 
was a great effort...the entire team 
played excellent from beginning to end 
at both ends of the field.” 

The Hoyas started off strong, taking 
a 2-0 lead in the first eight minutes of the 
game. Oglesby started off the scoring 
with a goal five minutes in, followed by 

Stanwick’s 41st goal on the year. Junior 
midfielder Kristin Baer got the assist on 
the score, which came off of an inter- 

cepted Dukes pass. 

on a 4-0 run to take the lead, with three 
goals coming in a span of little more 
than a minute. Two of the four goals 
were netted by midfielder Julie Martinez, 

while James Madison held the Hoyas 
scoreless for 16 minutes. 

“I had the sense that we were going 
to keep fighting,” Simons said. “We 

See WOMEN’S LAX, ». 3S 
  

  

CREW 
  

  

      
Tim LLEWELLYN/T HE HoYA 

Georgetown’s lightweight women’s crew rows past Theodore Roosevelt Island during Saturday’s Cadle Trophy regatta. 
    

Potomac Waters Sweet for Georgetown 
Host Hoyas Win Don B. Cadle Points Trophy for Sixth Consecutive Year 

By SARAH WALSH 
Hoya STAFF WRITER   

For the sixth consecutive year, 
the Georgetown crew teams won 
the Georgetown Invitational last 
Sunday, dominating all other com- 
petition and amassing 70 points to 
bring home the Don P. Cadle Points 
Trophy. 

Aided by sunny weather, 
Georgetown won seven of the 
regatta’s 21 events. 

Syracuse was the second-place 
finisher, but the Orangemen’s 46 

points were nowhere close to the 
Hoyas’ 70. Villanova posted a 39- 
point finish, while Boston College 
and Miami rounded out the top 
five with 38 and 20 points, respec- 
tively. 

The men’s team won four of its 
10 events. The second frosh/nov- 
ice eight won its race in 6:17.3. The 
varsity four finished in 6:28.46, nar- 

rowly pulling off a win over Syra- 
cuse. The varsity lightweight eight 
also had a close win, finishing in 
5:47.58, just a second in front of 

Boston College. The frosh/novice 

See CREW, »p. 3S     
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Winners of Big East Tennis Invite in *90s 
Season Men Women 

89-90 Georgetown Boston College 

90-91 Boston College Boston College 

91-92 St. John’s Miami 

92-93 Miami Miami 

93-94 Miami Miami 

94-95 Miami Miami 

95-96 Notre Dame Notre Dame 

96-97 Miami Notre Dame 

97-98 Miami Miami 

98-99 Notre Dame Notre Dame     

TENNIS 

GU Swamped 

At Big Easts 
Women Take 7th, Men 11th 
By JosH Hsu 
Hoya STAFF WRITER 

  

  

The Georgetown tennis teams competed in the 1999 
Big East Championships at Coral Gables and Key 
Biscayne, Fla., this past weekend. The men’s team fin- 
ished 10th out of 11 competing teams, while the women’s 
squad fared better, defeating Providence and Rutgers on 
their way to a seventh-place finish. 

It was another Catholic school, Notre Dame, who 

proceeded to sweep the competition. They took home 
both the men’s and women’s titles, as well as three of the 
four outstanding individual awards. Their dominance 
was led by Men’s Most Outstanding Performer Ryan 
Sachire and the two Big East Coaches of the Year, Bobby 

Bayliss for men and Jay Louderback for women. 
The Georgetown women’s team placed exactly as they 

were seeded, finishing seventh, behind of Connecticut, 

Villanova, Pittsburgh, Providence, St. John’s and Rutgers. 

They dominated the singles matches, winning every 

match played that day. Georgetown’s No. 1 singles player, 

Lucky Ravindra, set the tone for the women, winning the 
first match, 6-2, 6-0. That win was followed by equally 
impressive performances from Erin Kamemoto, Megan 
Crotty and Caroline Marshall. 

The Hoyas did not have Lucky’s charm the following 

day, as they were trounced by the University of Miami, 

See TENNIS, p. 2S 

    

At this point, James Madison went’ ''“
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GEORGETOWN 

SCHEDULE 
TUESDAY 

Baseball: Georgetown vs. 
Mount St. Mary’s, 3:30 
p.m., Harbin Field 
Women’s Lacrosse: 

Georgetown at George 
Mason, 4 p.m. 

  

WEDNESDAY 
Baseball: Georgetown at 

Catholic, 3:30 p.m. 

FRIDAY 
Golf: Georgetown at Penn 
State Invitational 

SATURDAY 
Baseball: Georgetown vs. 
Rutgers (DH), noon, Harbin 

Field 
Men’s Lacrosse: 

Georgetown vs. Rutgers, 1 
p.m. 
Crew: Georgetown at 
Princeton 

SUNDAY 
Baseball: Georgetown vs. 
Rutgers, noon 
Crew: Georgetown at 
EARC Springs   

  

NATIONAL NEWS & NOTES 
  

MSU’s Izzo Talks on Plight of Modern-Day Recruiting 
By Joe REXRODE 
THE STATE NEWS (MICHIGAN STATE U.) 

(U-WIRE) EAST LANSING, Mich., 
April 23 — Having spent 16 years at 
Michicgan State — 12 under Jud 
Heathcote and four as head coach — 
Tom Izzo has seen his share of recruit- 
ing battles, corrupt coaches and fickle 
athletes. The experience has made it 
gradually easier for Izzo to simply 
shrug his shoulders. 

“I don’t worry about it as much as I 
used to,” he said. “I can honestly look 

you in the eye and tell you that it isn’t 
something that seriously bothers me. 
The coaches that I respect are the ones 
I deal with, and I leave it at that.” 

Make no mistake, 1zzo’s program is 
an extension of Heathcote’s, espe- 
cially in terms of ethical ambition. Be- 
fore he came to East Lansing and won 
a national championship in 1979, 

Heathcote was already fed up with the 
dishonesty he saw in many of his peers. 
“Before everyone was on TV and it 

was such a big deal, the cheating was 
a lot worse,” Heathcote said. “Now the 
teams are all kind of watching each 
other and it’s not as bad. But it’s still 
out there.” 

In his 19 years at MSU, Heathcote 

said he made sure to keep close tabs on 
his players and the boosters. Michi- 
gan head coach Steve Fisher was al- 
legedly a victim of ignorance when a 
scandal broke in 1996 over payments 
by booster Ed Martin to Wolverines 
players. Although Fisher was cleared 
of any involvement, he was let go by 
the university after the NCAA con- 
cluded its investigation in 1997. 
“What happens in a lot of programs 

is the head coach is not involved in 
any of this,” Heathcote said. “But the 

boosters so-called, ‘take care of the 
kid.” That can be an opportunity to 
lease a car or an apartment or get cash. 
“We kept pretty close touch, and if 

you don’t, things can get away from 
you. If a kid drives a car, you know 
where he got the car.” 
No coach can claim to have his eye 

on everything, especially with all the 
extra demands that come with such a 
high-profile position. A certain level 
of trust is required. 
When Izzo was Heathcote’s associ- 

ate head coach and ace recruiter, he 
heavily factored personality along with 
a prospect’s vertical jump and shoot- 
ing stroke. 
Former assistant Tom Crean did the 

same under Izzo. 
“Character is absolutely the top con- 

sideration,” said Crean, who recently 

left MSU for the head job at Marquette. 
“You have to have talent, and an ex- 
traordinary amount of talent at this 
level, but it won’t matter if you can’t fit 

into the system, get along with your 
teammates and perform in school. We 
look at character first, everything else 
later.” 
Consecutive Big Ten championships 

and a Final Four appearance in March 
are just the beginning of 1zzo’s quest 
to build the MSU program into a pow- 
erhouse. Included in his vision is a 
reputation for cleanliness that follows 
names like Indiana and Duke. 

“That would be huge to me,” he said. 

  

MEN’S LACROSSE 
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Record 

9-0 

8-1 

Team 

1. Loyola (10) 

2. Johns Hopkins 

3. Virginia 

4. Duke 

5. Georgetown 

6. Syracuse 

7. Delaware 

8. Princeton 

9. Maryland 

10. Hofstra 

11. Penn State 

12. UMBC 

13. Notre Dame 

14. Navy 

15. Yale 
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Points Next Game 

200 Wed. vs.Delaware 

190 Sun. at Towson 

179 Sat. vs. Stony Brook 

171 

151 Sat. vs. Rutgers 

150 Fri. at UMass 

140 Wed. vs. Loyola 

135 Sat. vs. Dartmouth 

113 Sat. at Yale 

113 Fri. vs. Drexel 

99 Sat. at Duke 

97 Sat. at Lehigh 

73 Sat. vs. Harvard 

62 Sat. vs. Army 

52  Sat.vs.Maryland 

Top 15 Results 
  

FRIDAY’S GAMES 
  

ACC Semifinal: No. 4 Duke 9, North Carolina 7 

ACC Semifinal: No. 3 Virginia 15, No. 9 Maryland 6 
  

SATURDAY’S GAMES 

No. 1 Loyola 19, Butler 3 

No. 2 Johns Hopkins 11, No. 14 Navy 1 

No. 7 Delaware 12, No. 11 Penn State 11 

No. 10 Hofstra 16, Army 9 

No. 13 Notre Dame 9, Massachusetts 7 

No. 15 Yale 9, Harvard 5 
  

SUNDAY’S GAMES 
  

No. 8 Princeton 15, No. 6 Syracuse 14 (40T) 

No. 5 Georgetown 15, Villanova 6 
No. 12 UMBC 20, Towson 9 

ACC Final: No. 3 Virginia 8, No. 4 Duke 7 

  

Sat. vs. Penn State 

  

  

“Because I think when you get recog- 
nition for that, people appreciate that 
you're doing it the right way.” 
The age of innocence? 
The recruiting cesspool is a concoc- 

tion of elements, among them high 
school coaches looking for a payoff or 
promotion, unsupervised summer 
coaches, street agents, shoe compa- 
nies, gift-giving boosters and of course, 
1zz0’s colleagues. The NCAA has tried 
unsuccessfully for nearly 50 years to 
clean up the mess. 
Some say enforcement efforts would 

best be directed at the players them- 
selves. 

“I’ve heard guys (at summer camps) 
say stuff about making deals,” said 
Marcus Taylor, a junior at Lansing 
Waverly High School and one of the 
top guard prospects in the country. 
“They say it would be nice if some- 
body offered this or offered that. Basi- 
cally it comes from their upbringing. I 
guess if you're 

form may be another of Big Ten com- 
missioner Jim Delaney’s targets — 
freshman eligibility. Before 1974, fresh- 
men were required to sit out their first 
year, in part to acclimate themselves to 
college. 

“I think freshman ineligibility would 
be a good start, because it would in- 

stantly weed out people who don’t 
have the patience to spend a year on 
campus,” said Alexander Wolff, a se- 

nior writer at Sports Illustrated. “I would 
-be astonished and very pleasantly sur- 
prised by that.” 
Others are harsher in their pessi- 

mism, based on the theory that such a 
rule would ensure that the top high 
school prospects each year would 
choose the NBA instead. This would 
rob NCAA basketball of some of its 
-television-friendly star power. 

“In concept, I think (Delaney’s plan) 
is great. In reality, I don’t think it will 
ever happen,” said Northwestern head 

coach Kevin 
  fulfilling your 

needs, you can 

do whatever you 
think is right.” 
By the time 

many top players 
reach high 
school, they are 

used to receiving 
free gifts. Many 
summer league       

O’Neill. “It’s the 
hypocrisy of 
the NCAA. 
They talk about 
educating play- 
ers but don’t 
want to spend 
the money. It 

has to be one or 
the other, and 
the NCAA will wo     coaches admit- 

tedly pay for their best athletes to 
attend prep school. When college 
coaches come calling, financial nego- 
tiations just seem natural. 
“Most kids who get involved in all 

that don’t have the same opportuni- 
ties as others do,” said James Taylor, 

Marcus Taylor’s father. “Someone 
who doesn’t have anything is going to 
have a tougher time turning down this 
or that. Marcus can afford to say no to 
whatever. I’m not gonna come down 
on (athletes like that) so hard, but you 
still have to try to stay away from that 
stuff if you can.” 
Considering how much money bas- 

ketball programs mean to a university, 
is it wrong for recruits to expect a piece 
of the action? 
“Man, it’s so hard because they’re 

given a lot of scrutiny, they come in 
with a lot of expectations,” 1zzo said on 
the long-time issue of athletes being 
paid by schools. “I think it’s a privilege 
to get a college education and play 
athletics. And yet I think it would be 
nice if guys can go out on a date and 
get something to eat.” 
College athletes are now allowed to 

hold jobs, although few have the time 
to take advantage. When they take 
advantage of other offers, it’s the 

school that catches heat. 
“The system puts no responsibility 

on kids,” Izzo said. “At one time he’s 

allowed to vote, drink, do all these 
things but he can’t decide what’s right 
and wrong? That’s insane. 
“One of the things I tell kids is that if 

people pay you, they kind of own you.” 
Shoe companies and summer camps 

are generally regarded the starting 
point for the problems that permeate 
recruiting. The starting point for re- 

go with money 
every time.” 
While a 29-member panel of basket- 

ball experts wrestles with the idea this 
summer, the NCAA will continue to 

remind critics — especially coaches — 
that things can’t change until they can 
all agree on an issue. 
“Keep in mind the coaches are the 

NCAA, so they’re basically criticizing 
themselves,” said Steve Mallonee, 
NCAA's director of membership ser- 
vices. “The NCAA is not some sepa- 
rate entity, it’s a voluntary group of 
institutions that govern themselves.” 
Heathcote said the cost of making 

freshmen ineligible dooms it from ever 
happening. 
“Some coaches are for that, but 

that’s never gonna happen because 
of budget restraints,” Heathcote said. 

“For years we wanted freshmen to be 
ineligible, but then you have to hire a 
freshman coach and spend on all the 
other things that £q, with it. And ev- 
erything that the men do now, they 
know the women are gonna do, too. 
Soiyou look at the expense and then 
you double it: 

“It will not happen.” 
The NCAA will be expected to come 

up with some answers, and it promises 
to in October. But if no major reform 
results, Wolff won’t be surprised at all. 

“I just don’t know how many times 
blue ribbon commissions have popped 
up stroking their chins, “ he said. “And 
it just seem like nothing gets done.” 

In the 1980s, Heathcote was a vocal 
supporter of complete revenue shar- 
ing — an issue that isn’t up for discus- 
sion — in which all of the NCAA Tour- 

nament proceeds are split equally 
among Division I programs. 

“Jud was always the one who said, 

‘Hey, let’s share the pot evenly among 
all 300-some schools,’”” Wolff said. “I 

always thought it had so much cred- 
ibility coming from someone who had 
won a national title. We can’t have the 
pot of gold. All the pressures that 
come down filter to the boosters. 
“The NCAA is talking about enforc- 

ing and ethics in one breath and then 
taking a formula where you make more 
money based on how well you do in 
tournament. They’re basically saying, 
‘Cheat, win and cheat some more.’” 

By all accounts, coaches such as 
Izzo and O’Neill have been success- 
ful recruiters without dipping into 
their pockets. A no-nonsense style 
is appealing to some players, even 
when not accompanied by a Ford 
Explorer. 
“We’ve had some success with our 

approach, and yet we’re gonna lose 
some players,” Izzo said. “That’s fine.” 
One player Izzo is expected to land is 

Marcus Taylor. Although Izzo is com- 
peting with Duke and North Carolina, 
among others, word on the street is 
that Taylor is as good as delivered to 
MSU. Spartan fans are anticipating his 
arrival like no other recruit since Earvin 
“Magic” Johnson in 1977. His father, 
James Taylor, includes himself among 

Izzo fans. 
“The way he carries himself and the 

way he presents himself, he tries to be 
fair to everyone,” James Taylor said. 
“That’s important to us. And he works 
hard as hell.” 

This is not to say that Marcus Taylor 
isn’t interested in other places. By 
contrast, factors such as a school’s 
business program will enter into his 
final decision. Marcus Taylor — who 
has a 3.1 grade-point average — wants 
to play in the NBA, but he’s also genu- 
inely interested in being educated. 

“I want to major in business because 
I want to own my own business,” he 

said. “I’m not really close to making up 
my mind right now about college. We’ll 
sit down as a family and decide to- 
gether. If we know exactly where I want 
to go, we'll do it in November.” 

The NCAA guidelines that will come 
into play until that time — many of 
which are considered ridiculous by 
coaches and fans, some of which are 
incomprehensible even to NCAA offi- 
cials — are there to be broken. Reform 
is uncertain in direction, unclear in 

potential influence and, according to 

some, unnecessary. 
“I think the system is about as good 

as we can get it,” O’Neill said. “Break- 
ing rules is human nature. It can’t be 
completely stopped.” 

For Marcus and James Taylor, the 

rules are simple. Interested coaches 
who discuss anything besides bas- 
ketball and education will be politely 
dismissed. And when James Taylor 
isn’t around to chauffeur his son, he 

won't fret. 
“I’m really not worried,” James Tay- 

lor said. “It’s a thing that you just have 
to go through. My wife and I — she 
deserves a lot more credit than she 
gets — we’ve been here to develop 
Marcus’ way of thinking, his outlook 
on life. 

“That started way before basketball.” 
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Women 7th, Men 11th at Big East Tourney 

  

AMANDA WARD/THE HoyA 

Sarada Ravindra helped the women’s tennis team to a seventh-place finish at the Big East Tournament last weekend. 
  

TENNIS, From p. 1S 

4-0. They were again met with a tough 
competitor on Saturday, losing 4-1 to 
fifth-seeded West Virginia. 

Bright spots were provided by the 
doubles teams, who won both the 

matches played that day. Ravindra/ 
Marshall and Kamemoto/Mendes 
were the two victorious teams. 

The women were able to finish 
their trip with a bang, winning on the 
final day against Rutgers, 4-2. This 
time, it was the singles matches that 
saved the day. Ravinda and her sis- 
ter, junior Sarada, both won their 

matches, allowing the Hoyas to take 
four of the five singles matches. 
Crotty and Kamemoto were the other 
winners. 

It was a longer weekend for the 
men’s team, who lost both their 

matches in the tournament. It began 
when they were defeated by Boston 
College on Thursday, 4-1. They were 
able to take two of the three doubles 
matches, but did not do as well in 
singles. The No. 1 doubles team of 
junior Justin Berman and freshman 
Nick Sklavounos defeated Boston 
College’s Annigeri and Cowett 9-7, 
while third team doubles, Justin Hom 

and Chris Thompson, won with a 

final of 8-4. 
On Saturday, the men lost to 

Villanova. The Hoyas came away with 
three victories against the Wildcats, 
with Berman winning both his singles 
and doubles matches. Freshman 

Andre Benjamin was the other vic- 
tor, defeating Ramon Prats in straight 
sets, 6-2, 6-3. 

Miami finished in a close second 

for both the men and the women. St. 

John’s was third place for the men; 
Syracuse took third for the women. 
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Georgetown Upsets No. 3 James Madison 

  
’ AmaNDA WARD/THE Hoya 

Sophomore attack Sarah Oglesby scored twice in Georgetown’s 10-8 win over James Madison Sunday. 
  

Hoyas Ranked Eighth 
WOMEN’S LAX, rom Pp. 1S 

kept talking about how there would be ups and 
downs, and we have been in tight games similar to this 
all year where we have backed down when the game 
got tight.” 

Junior midfielder Susan Stewart broke the Dukes’ 
streak with a score off of a free position shot with six 
minutes left in the first half. Junior attack Jordan 
Keating tied up the game at 4-4 just before halftime, 
firing one in from the corner of the arc with 19 seconds 
left in the half after working the ball around. 

Stanwick started off the second half scoring by 
netting one seven minutes into the period, however 
James Madison came up with their second big run of 
the game at this point, running off goals three in a row 
for a 7-5 lead. 

The Dukes tied up the game at 21:57, and retook the 
lead 16 seconds later. James Madison widened the 
margin to two as they scored with 17 minutes left in 
the game, splitting the Georgetown defense and 
scoring virtually unmolested. 

Elbe responded less than a minute later with the 
first of her goals, putting the ball between the posts 
as she came across the front of the net. James Madi- 
son streaked right back down the field, returning the 

tally only 12 seconds later to re-up the lead to two, but 
this would be the last time that the Dukes would find 
the net. 

  

Elbe continued her strong second half as she 
scored two goals in a row. The second of these two, 
at 11:42, came off of a sensational pass right over the 
goalie by Stanwick, and tied the game up at eight. 

With just under five minutes left in the game, the 
Hoya attack methodically worked the ball around 
deep in the Dukes’ zone for over a minute, and with 

3:32 left, Oglesby scored what would prove to be the 
game winner. 

Stewart scored her second goal on the day, and 

seventh on the year, with just over a minute left in the 
game, giving the Hoyas some breathing room and 
locking up the upset. Simons said that it was great for 
Georgetown to “have Susan Stewart score maybe the 
biggest goal of the year by going to cage when most 
teams would be stalling at that point.” 

The solid all-around offensive performance by the 
Hoyas, who outshot the Dukes 33-32, was 
complimented by a strong, physical defense that 
made James Madison earn their shots and a solid 
performance by goalie Bowen Holden. 

Stewart led the defensive corps’ shutting down of 
James Madison’s star attack, Megan Riley, who 
entered the game second in the nation in scoring (5.28 
points per game). Riley was held to one goal and one 
assist on the game. 

Holden came up with 13 saves and is turning up her 
game at the right time in the season. 

Georgetown travels just outside the beltway to 
George Mason this afternoon to take on the No. 14 
Patriots and conclude their regular season. This is an 
important game for the Hoyas, as they must focus on 
George Mason before looking ahead to the upcoming 
NCAA tournament, whose field will be announced 
next weekend. 
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WOMEN’SIACROSSE 
Team Record 

1. Maryland (8) 16-0 

2. Virginia 12-4 

3. Penn State 13-4 

4. Duke 10-4 

5. James Madison 12-4 

6. Princeton 11-3 

7. North Carolina 7-6 

8. Georgetown 9-5 

9. Dartmouth 10-2 

10. Loyola 11-3 

11. Yale 13-2 

12. Rutgers 12-2 

13. Delaware 9-5 

14. George Mason 7-7 

15. Syracuse 10-4 

Points Next Game 

180 Wed. vs. Princeton 

171 Tue. vs.Loyola 

156 Season completed 

145 Wed. vs. Davidson 

141 Season completed 

131 Wed. vs.Maryland 

130 Thu. vs. Dartmouth 

119 Tue. vs. GMU 

116 ThuatN. Carolina 

106 Tue. at Virginia 

86 Wed. at Rutgers 

85 Wed. vs. Yale 

70 Tue. vs. Temple 

55 Tue. vs. G’town 

53 Season completed 

Top 15 Results 
  

SATURDAY’S GAMES 

ACC Semifinal: No. 1 Maryland 19, No. 6 North Carolina 17 (OT) 

ACC Semifinal: No. 2 Virginia 10, No. 5 Duke 9 

No. 9 Georgetown 10, No. 3 James Madison 8 

No. 10 Dartmouth 8, No. 4 Princeton 7 

No. 7 Penn State 10, Old Dominion 7 

No. 8 Loyola 15, No. 13 Delaware 6 

No. 11 Yale 8, Cornell 7 

No. 12 Rutgers 16, St. Joseph’s 6 
  

SUNDAY’S GAMES 

ACC Final: No. 1 Maryland 13, No. 2 Virginia 5 

No. 15 Syracuse 14, Fairfield 3 
\ 

  

CREW, From p. 1S 

lightweight eight also brought 
home a win with a 6:07.2. 

The women’s team won three 

of its 11 races. The varsity light- 
weight four won its race with a 

7:39.67 finish while the varsity 

lightweight eight took home a 
win with a 7:03.35 time. The 

  

  

Host GU Takes 1st 
frosh/novice eight also finished 
in first place with 6:45.8. 

The men will play host to 
cross-town rival George Wash- 
ington this weekend on the 
Potomac River, while the women 

head to Princeton, N.J., to face 

off against George Washington 
and Virginia. 
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It’s not too late to apply 
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Fowl : aly 

Don’t miss your chance 

to live and study 

at Georgetown’s beautiful villa 

during the fall semester 1999 

Contact Michelle Siemietkowski 

202-687-5624 ASAP 

for more information and an application 

GU. 
P St   

Anthony's Tuxedos 
& Wedding Creations 

Ave. 

Dip Ball 

TUXEDO RENTAL 
| $55.00 

2 Georgetown 

202 333-5762 
o Wisconsin 
  

  
#1 rental service for 
Dip and Senior Ball       3237 P Street NW Wash., DC 20007 
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BASEBALL 
  

re SPORTS: on. Tuesday, April 27, 1999 

Georgetown Losing Streak Reaches Unlucky Thirteenth Game 
By StepHEN OWENS 
Hoya Starr WRITER   

The Georgetown baseball team was 
unable to stop the bleeding last weekend 
as they suffered yet another three losses 
and extended their losing streak to an 
unlucky 13 games. 

This time, West Virginia was the ben- 
eficiary of a three-game series with the 
Hoyas, sweeping Saturday’s double- 

header by scores of 7-2 and 8-7 and 
whipping the Hoyas 10-0 on Sunday for 
good measure. 

With the losses, Georgetown plum- 
mets to 2-18 in the Big East and 15-28 
overall. 

In the front half of Saturday’s double- 
header, the Hoyas struck first, leaping 
out to a 2-0 lead with an RBI double from 
senior third baseman Andrew Mariniello 
in the first inning and an RBI single from 

Big East Baseball Standings 

  

  

  

  

Conference Overall 

Team WL T Pct. W L T Pct. 

Notre Dame 16 3 0 .842 32:10 :0 763 

Rutgers 14 -6..0 .700 26 16 0 .621 

St. John’s 10.6 0.675 23 15 = 1 .544 

Providence 12.8 0.600 37.13 0 739 

Pittsburgh 10: 10. 0 .500 2:21 0.526 

Villanova 10. 10 0.500 25-21 1-511 

Seton Hall 9 10 0 474 19-16 1.578 

West Virginia 9 10 0 474 21 20 0.459 

Connecticut 8:11 0 421 24 18 0 .594 

Boston College 5 12 0 .294 17 18:0 .516 

Georgetown 2 18 0 .100 15 28 0 .384 

Big East Results 
  

SATURDAY’S GAMES 
  

West Virginia 7, Georgetown 2 (Game 1) 

West Virginia 8, Georgetown 7 (Game 2) 

Pittsburgh 8, Boston College 5 (Game 1) 

Boston College 9, Pittsburgh 6 (Game 2) 

Villanova 2, Connecticut 1 (Game 1) 

Connecticut 9, Villanova 8 (Game 2) 

Providence 9, Rutgers 6 (Game 1) 

Rutgers 15, Providence 14 (Game 2) 

Notre Dame 8, Seton Hall 7 (Game 1) 

Seton Hall 7, Notre Dame 1 (Game 2) 

St. John’s 9, New York Tech 0 (Game 1) 

St. John’s 13, New York Tech 4 (Game 2) 
  

SUNDAY’S GAMES 
West Virginia 10, Georgetown 0 

Pittsburgh 8, Boston College 4 

Villanova 15, Connecticut 6 

Providence 11, Rutgers 4 

Notre Dame 17, Seton Hall 8 

St. John’s 9, New York Tech 2 

Restaurant 

Buca is real immigrant Southern Italian food, open only for dinner. 

r = ; We're coming to DC! 

eo Servers ¢ Wait Assistants ¢ Bartenders ¢ Hosts 

» Experienced Line Cooks start at $9/hour ° 

Excellent earning potential, health insurance & 401(k) 
available! We are looking for individuals who are as vital, 
vibrant and as powerfully flavored as our food! Please apply 

in person at, 1825 Connecticut Ave. NW, between 9am-8pm. 

For more info. call 202-232-8466. eoe m/f/d/v   0 
or 

price ® size ® townhouse ® garden e free utilities e fitness 

MOVING TO 
RICHMOND? 
  

aI» 
THE APARTMENT 

LOCATOR 
RICHMOND’S FREE LOCATOR SERVICE 

Call for Information and your Free Map 

> 

> 

(804) 329-6666 
In Virginia (800) 542-3276 

Nationwide (800) 368-7669 
Fax (804) 329-6698 a 

programs e clubhouses eprice © townhouse ® garden e free 

utilities eo fitness facilities ® social programs e schools e   

  

junior second baseman Josh Corman in 
the second. 

A five-run third inning by West Vir- 
ginia, which included home run blasts 

from Lance Williams and Eddie 
Weightman, was more than enough to 

compensate for their slow start. The 
Mountaineers added two more runs in 
the fourth inning to win 7-2. 

Senior Derek Pines chalked up his fifth 
consecutive loss, dropping his record to 
4-6. The Mountaineers had their way 
with Pines, mustering eight hits and seven 
runs off the lefty in just 3-2/3 innings. 

West Virginia's Steve Hendren came 
on in relief and shut the Hoyas out for the 
final 5-2/3 innings, striking out four along 
the way. 

In the nightcap, as has repeatedly 
been the case several times this year, the 
Hoyas built a substantia! lead only to 
squander it later. Georgetown scored the 
first seven runs of the game, but surren- 

dered the last eight to West Virginia to 
lose 8-7. 

Neither team’s starter survived to the 
third inning as senior Franklin Jarman 
yielded seven hits and five runs in 1-2/3 

innings while Mountaineer hurler Shane 
Rhodes fared no better, surrendering 
six hits and five runs in just one inning 
of work. 

Senior Rich Agnowski took the loss 
for Georgetown, allowing three runs over 
5-2/3 innings of relief work. Angowski 
falls to 0-2 this year. 

For the second game in a row, 
Mariniello started the scoring with a 
two-run double in the first inning. 
Mariniello led the Hoyas, going 3-for-5 
in the game with a pair of RBI's. Senior 
shortstop Jeremy Harowitz was the only 

BOX SCORES 
Saturday, April 24 

W. Va. 8, G’town 7 (Game 2) 
HOYAS AB R H BIBBSO 

Carlini cf 4 0 

Bok ph-c 

Cassese If 

Mignogna dh 

Mariniello 3b 

Wade ¢ 

Blodgett cf 

Sutton 1b 

Horowitz ss 

Corman 2b 

Losty rf 
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 Mountaineers 

Schmidt 2b 

Reeser ss 

Williams 1b 

Brock 3b 

Weightman rf 

McMillen If 

Neumark cf 

Neff c 

Pittman" dh 

Glessner ph-dh 
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052 001 00x — 7 8 2 

Georgetown 

West Virginia 
  

E: Jarman (2). DP: Georgetown 1. LOB: 

Georgetown 9, West Virginia 8. 2B: Mignogna, 

Mariniello, Williams, Neumark. CS: 

Mariniello (3). S: Neff. 

Georgetown IP H R ERBBSO 

Jarman £27 S12 1 

Angowski (L, 0-2) 52 6 3° 3 2 2 
Arizin 0.230 0-0-0 1 

West Virginia IP H R ERBBSO 

Rhodes 1.0..6:5-:5 0 2 
Cisneros Qela2 02 2-510 

Kirkland 3.0.3.0 0.2.3 
Laxton 0:0::1--0:-0:0 0 
Biggs (W, 4-2) 4.2 2:.0:0 0 8 

Rhodes pitched to 3 batters in the 2nd; 

Laxton pitched to 1 batter in the Sth. 

WP: Jarman. PB: Neff. HBP: by Angowski 

(Reeser). 

T: 2:57. Att.: 675. 

  

Sunday, April 25 Saturday, April 24 
West Virginia 10, G’town 0 W. Va. 7, G'town 2 (Game 1) 

HOYAS : AB R H BIBBSO HOYAS AB R H BIBBSO 

Blodgett cf 4 0 0 0 0 2 Mignogna If 10 000 L-3] 

Bok ¢ 4 00.0 0:2  Casseself 2.0 00-01 

Mignogna dh 4-0-1 0 0 2 Greendh 0:21-0:20: 0:0 

Mariniello 3b 20-00 1-0 Elliott dh 3:.00- 0 0 0 

Elliott 3b 1:0 0:-:0-:"0 0 Wadec 30-070 00 

Sutton 1b 3 0 0 0 0 O Mariniello 3b 3205201 0-0 

Cassese If 3 00 0 0 0 Sutton lb 3:0 1:0 0 1 
Horowitz ss 3.0 2 0 0 1. Horowitz ss 35100 0-00] 

Catalano ‘ss 0-00 0 0 0 -Carlinicf 522.50 20-000 

Corman 2b 3-0 0.0.0 I Corman 2b 3:00. 1 1-01 

Losty rf 3:20-0:02 0 1 Tosty rf 3ia@elD 0s og] 

Totals 30 0 3 0 1 9 Totals 26. 2-8 2 16 

Mountaineers AB R H BIBBSO Mountaineers AB R H BIBBSO 

Schmidt 2b 5:0:°3 0-0 1 Schmidt 2b iain] 020 

Reeser ss 5-12 0-0 0 -Reeserss 4-2 022500-1:0 

Williams 1b 5 12-00 2 Williams 1b Foe 00-0 

Brock 3b 5:22: 3-02 Brock 3b 2-70::0:0-21-0 

Weightman rf 5:3 3 3 0 0 Weightman 1f Bal 200 

McMillen If 3.02 2 1 nek MceMillendlf B30: 00:70:01 

Neumark cf 3.0 2:2 0.0 Neumark cf 3-0 -0-0:0 1 

Pittman dh 4-0 2 1.0 0 Pittman dh 3:00 0.0 0 

Neff ¢ Bl. 0F0: 0 CF Neff'e 0g 

Totals 34 813 7 4 4 Totals 25-7 8 7 4:2 

Georgetown 250000000 — 2 8 1 Georgetown 1100000 — 2 8 1 

West Virginia 052 001 00x — 7 8 2 

E: Roche (1). DP: Georgetown 1, West 

Virginia 1. LOB: Georgetown 4, West Vir- 

ginia 7. 2B: Mignogna, Horowitz, Brock 2, 

Weightman, McMillen. SB: Weightman, 

McMillen. CS: Schmidt, Neumark. S: 

Neumark. 

Georgetown IP H R ERBBSO 

Erwin (L, 3-8) 6.01466 1 3 
Roche 10523 1 i]t 3 
Pina FOZ 1510 1 

West Virginia IP H R ERBBSO 
Cummings (W, 4-7)9.0 3 0 0 1 9 

WP: Erwin, Roche. 

T: 2:25. Att: 445. 

E-MAIL: SPORTS (@ THEHOYA.COM 

West Virginia 005200x — 7 8 2 

E: Mignogna (7). LOB: Georgetown 6, West 

Virginia 4. 2B: Mariniello, Reeser. HR: 

Williams, Weightman. SB: Green (1), 

Mariniello (10). CS: Neff. S: Carlini. 

Georgetown IP H R ERBBSO 

Pines (L, 4-6) 32:87 7 3:1 
Becchetti 2:0:20- 0.20 1":1 

West Virginia IP H R ERBBSO 

Ross Ll di2.2 12 

Hendren (W, 5-0) 52 4 0 0 0 4 

HBP: by Ross (Green). 

T: 2:00. Att.: 524. 

TELEPHONE: 687-3415 

http: //www.ce.columbia.edu/summer- 

  

Just a few of this summer's 
courses in the a 

Natural Sciences 
General chemistry 
Organic chemistry . 
Physics I, II—lectures and lab 
Computer programming in C++ 
Cognitive neuropsychology 
Intro to earth sciences 
Intro to probability and statistics 
Data structures and algorithms 
The psychobiology of sleep 
Intro to molecular and 

cellular biology 
Calculus I through Calculus IV 
Linear algebra 

    An extensive range of graduate 
and undergraduate courses in 28 areas of study. 

call (212) & 
cesp-info5@columbia.edu, or visit the Web. 

  

483, e-mail 

  

Differential equations 

Find these courses 
and all the rest in our 

1999 Bulletin. 

  

  
Fall '99 or Spring '00? 

Now is the time to think about spending a semester 
or two in New York as a Columbia Visiting Student. 

f@ Summer Session '99     

  

Formal 

Lucas, 

1520 Wisconsin Ave, N.W. #A 

  

  

“Tuxedo Rentals 

Lucas Custom Tuxedo Inc. 

Master Designers 

Washington, D.C. 20007 4 Fax: (202) 333-3173 

: $ 9 o 00 

Special 
p {include: Jacket, Pants, Please 
For Bowtie, Cumband, Stud ~~ Bring 

Students!!! & cuffring} | 
ents (Wisconsin & P St.) Coup On! 

Wear, Server Wear 

Yhun & Clara 

Tel: (202) 625-7108 
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BJ Teach English 
(8 as a Foreign 

Language 

+ 135 total hours. 

+ 4 week intensive or 

+ Personal Assistance 

+ 12 hours Practical 

Georgetown 

Washington, DC 

Phone: 202-333-4222 

Fax: 202-337-1118 

teachertraining@ladoent.com 

LADO.com 

AE 

10 week 

evening/Saturday 

with Job Search 

Overseas/U.S. Job Search 

Teaching 

Recognized by the 
American Council 
on Education   
  

My Kind of Town 
F o 

  

     

      

      
   

HisToOoRIC 

* Spacious luxury suites with 
special amenities and fully 
equipped kitchens 

e Minutes from The George 
Washington and Georgetown 
University campuses 

The River Inn Offers All-Suite Comfort And Gracious 
Service In An Ideal Washington Location. 

Ask ABoUT OUR SPECIAL GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY RATES 

other Hoya to record three hits while 
senior outfielder Sean Mignogna was 
the only other Hoya with 2 RBIs. 

Lance Williams again sparked the of- 
fense for the Mountaineers, clubbing four 
hits, while adding a pair of runs and RBIs 
to the Mountaineer’s scoring effort. 

Weary from the previous day’s heart- 
breaks, Georgetown managed a measly 
three hits on Sunday off Moutaineer 
starter Jeremy Cummings in a 10-0 beat- 
down, which completed the series sweep 
for West Virginia. 

Cummings pitched with hardly a flaw, 
allowing three hits and a walk, while fan- 
ning nine in a complete game shutout. 

Hoya sophomore starter Randy Erwin 
took the loss, his eighth of the season, 

scattering 14 hits and six runs in six 
innings. 

Weightman and Todd Brock led the 
Mountaineers on offense. Weightman 
went 3-for-5, including his second home 
run of the series, with three RBI's and 
three runs. Brock added three RBI's as 
well, and a pair of runs. 

The Hoyas will make a bid for their first 
win in nearly a month today at 3 p.m. on 
Harbin Field as they play host to Mount 
St. Mary’s, who clobbered the Hoyas 17- 
5 earlier in the season. On Wednesday, 
the Hoyas go to Northeast Washington 
to rematch Catholic, who fell to the Hoyas 

earlier this spring 11-1. The Hoyas’ Big 
East schedule resumes next weekend as 
they play host to Rutgers for a three- 
game series. 

GU Wins Twice 

At Penn Relays 
TRACK, From P. 1S 

took fourth place in the Sprint Medley 
with a time of 3:22.60. Clemson's time of 
3:18.23 was first place. 

The women’s team got its top perfor- 
mance from the distance medley relay 
team. Senior Katrina de Boer, junior 
Carron Allen, sophomore Sasha Spen- 
cer and junior Autumn Fogg took fourth 
place withamark of 11:03.18. Tulane won 
the race with a time of 10:55.71. Spencer, 

sophomore Nickay Penado, junior 
Voneka Bennett and Allen teamed up in 
the 4-x-400-meter relay to finish fifth by 
crossing the finish line in 3:44.29. In the 
4-x-1,500-meter relay, de Boer, Fogg, se- 
nior Kathleen Linck and sophomore 
Kristen Gordon finished seventh. 

Individually, the Hoyas’ best perfor- 
mance came from sophomore Lorena 
Adams, who took 12th place in the 3,000- 
meter run. Adams’ 9:38.39 put her three 
spots ahead of the Julia Rodes who took 
15th place for the women with a time of 
9:41.80. Arkansas’ Amy Yoder was first 
place with a time of 9:21.22. 

Next weekend, both of Georgetown’s 

teams will take part in the Big East Cham- 

  

pionships, held this year in Villanova, Pa. 

G GY BorTomMm 

* Walk to Georgetown boutiques 
and bistros, Kennedy Center and 
Foggy Bottom/GWU Metro stop 

* Charming on-site cafe 

* Spend your next weekend visit 
or long-term stay with us 

  

924 25th Street, N.-W. ¢ Washington, 

www.theriverinn.com   (202)337-7600 ° 800-424-2741 * Fax(202) 337-6520 
D.C. 20037 

THE-RIV 
Luxury Suites In Hist 

  

  

THIS SUMMER DO SOMETHING DIFFERENT 

BROADEN YOUR 

work, TR AV E 

[J 

make new 

F R | = a B] S CXR NRW) 

| (EG | RE © 

YOUR BESUME 

with BUNAC’s WORK IN BRITAIN Program 

HORIZONS 

8 
and have fun 

ional se 

NN 7/2 

For more info: P.O. Box 430, Southbury, CT, 06488 1-800-462-8622 

  

  

For now, Ill snorkel 1200 miles of 

PAustralia 
FTE IF Wolo) J 

  

Sure, I'll 90 to Europe 

k for the history... 

Or, maybe I'll hang in a Melbourne pub with some cruisy Aussies. 
Then again, | could balloon over the Red Centre. Australia is the land 

of the free; free to do whatever | choose. Aussie Escape Packages 

including air, coach pass and extras start as low as $995*. 
As for Europe, maybe I'l nellow sone day. 

  

   
     

when I'm Sixty. 

coral reef. Hike a Tasmanian trail. 

Travel 
CIEE: Council on International 
Educational Exchange 

i 

  

pe Or WWW.counc   
CALL 200-329-0975 

*Price includes round-trip air from LAX to Sydney, plus Oz Experience travel pass from Sydney to 
Melbourne, Sydney Starter pack, and VIP Backpackers Membership kit. Valid dates; 4/1/99 - 10/31/99. 

Add-ons available. Restrictions apply. Taxes not included. Price subject to change without notice. 
1999 Australian Tourist Commission. 

) iltravel.com   
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Kristen Gordon 
1snto 

  

            

  

: (As far as we can tell, she isn’t one to rest at all.) 

Becoming one of the country’s top collegiate athletes took hard work. community involvement. In her honor, were making a donation 

We're talking a total commitment to her sport. And because of her to the women’s athletics program at your school. We congratulate 

dedication, she’s been nominated for a Honda Award. In addition to her for all these accomplishments. She's clearly a woman who 

doesn’t miss out on much in life. Except maybe a few hours sleep. 

  

athletic ability, she is being recognized for academic achievement and 

Congratulations to Kristen Gordon, Cross Country 
Georgetown University, 1998-99 Honda Award Nominee 

www.honda.com/awards ©1999 American Honda Motor Co., Inc. 
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MEeN’s LACROSSE 
  

  

eS PO RTS. 

McCavera’s Perfect 10 Downs Villanova 

Tim LLEWELLYN/THE HovA 

Senior longstick midfielder Jason Decker (shown above in an April 10 game vs. Notre Dame) and the Hoyas trounced Villanova 15-6 Sunday. 
  

Attackman’s Six Goals, Four Assists Lead GU Past Outmatched Villanova 
By KAREN TRAVERS 
Hoya STAFF WRITER 

VILLANOVA, Pa. — It was all Greg McCavera, all 
the time for the Georgetown men’s lacrosse team this 
weekend. The senior attackman scored a career-high 
10 points on six goals and four assists to lead the 
Hoyas to a 15-6 thumping of Villanova, Sunday at 
Villanova Stadium. 

  

McCavera’s previous 
best point total was nine, 

recorded against Penn 
State this season, and the 
six goals are also a career 

best. Last week, he was ranked fifth in Division I 
lacrosse in points per game, with 5.4 and third in the 
nation in assists, averaging three per game. 

The Hoyas’ win streak sits at four and the team is 
9-2 for the season. The unranked Wildcats’ fall to 7- 
6. The Hoyas, previously ranked No. 6, now move up 
to No. 5 in the USILA poll. 

Villanova got up on Georgetown early, taking a 
quick 2-0 lead with just over four minutes off the 
clock in the first period. The Hoyas’ responded 
within 11 seconds on an unassisted goal by fresh- 
man midfielder Brett Wagner. McCavera began his 
scoring barrage with a goal with 9:42 left in the first 
period to tie the game at two. 

But Villanova was looking for the upset and took 
the lead again with 5:54 remaining in the first period. 
Junior midfielder John McTigues sent a shot from 
about eight yards out that just snuck in over 
Georgetown senior goalie Brian Hole’s stick. 

Georgetown had several scoring opportunities over 

the remainder of the quarter, but Villanova goalie 
Matthew Wilk turned away several strong shots, 
including a bullet by senior midfielder Tyler Gamble. 

But the Hoyas got it together before the end of the 
half, using the transition offense that has been 

successful for the Hoyas in many tight game situa- 
tions this season. Georgetown gained possession 
of the ball after a bad Villanova shot, and junior 
midfielder Matt Gallagher took the ball over the 
midfield for the clear. The play that resulted could 
have summed up the Georgetown attack — all three 
starting attackman touched the ball before it touched 
the back of the net. Gallagher cleared the ball and 
then it went from junior attackman Andy Flick and to 
senior attackman Scott Urick and finally to McCavera 
who put the ball away. The goal tied the game at three 
before the end of the period. 
"The goal sparked the Georgetown offense and the 
Hoyas suddenly came alive. Georgetown fired off six 
consecutive goals over the next 16 minutes to take 
a9-3 lead with 14:18 remaining in the third period. The 
six goals from six different scorers — sophomore 
attackman Jamie Sharpe, Urick, freshman midfielder 

Steve Dusseau, Flick, McCavera and Gamble. 
Villanova tried to mount a comeback, but two 

goals just wasn’t going to do it for the Wildcats. 
Sophomore midfielder Jess Ford and freshman 
attackman Justin Marks scored for the Wildcats to 
cut the lead to four, 9-5, but the Hoyas were com- 

pletely in control of the remainder of the game. 
Villanova could not contain the Georgetown of- 

fense and could not score on the Hoyas’ defense, 
but nobody could blame them for being confused at 

times on Sunday. The Georgetown attack rode strong 
all day, causing several Villanova turnovers and 
creating chaos on Villanova clears. 

But the biggest play of the day came from 
Georgetown’s Hole. Hole is certainly an impact 
player for the Hoyas — he has kept Georgetown in 
several games that could have gone the other way 
if a few shots had gone past him, such as Delaware 
and Maryland-Baltimore County. 

Hole, a strong, large presence in the cage, often 

takes the ball over the midfield and makes the clear 
himself. Sunday was no exception, but this time Hole 
didn’t pass the ball off to the offense. 

Hole ran the ball from goal to goal, along the way 
faking out a defender and dodging two others to take 
send a shot past Villanova’s Wilk and send the 
Georgetown bench and fans wild. But the officials 
stepped in and called Hole for a crease violation and 
the goal was called back. 

Despite his tendency to sometimes take control of 
the ball on both ends, Hole is rarely a go-to player on 
offense. 

Unfortunately for Villanova, Hole’s called-back 

goal was not enough to kill the Georgetown momen- 
tum, and the Hoyas scored two goals in the final two 
minutes to seal the victory, 15-6. Senior midfielder 

Will Hussey scored his first collegiate goal, the 14th 
of the day for Georgetown. 

The Hoyas finished the game on top of the Wild- 
cats in all major statistical categories. The Hoyas out 
shot the Wildcats 52-28 and won 13 of 23 face-offs. 

Hole finished the day with 10 saves and senior 
back-up goalie Kevin O’Brien recorded one save. 
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GOLF 
  

GU Breaks Funk, 

Wins at Princeton 
By SaraH WALSH 
Hoya Starr WRITER   

Overcoming the troubles that 
have plagued it all season, the 
Georgetown men’s golf team re- 
bounded with a vengeance, defeat- 

ing 20 teams to take first place in last 
weekend’s Princeton Invitational. 
With a 23-over-par aggregate score 
of 591 and their best performance all 
season, the Hoyas brought home 

the win. 
The Hoyas were well positioned 

among the leaders after their first- 
round 295 performance. But their 
second-round total of 296, the day’s 

lowest total for any team, gave the 
Hoyas the win. Rutgers was 
Georgetown’s closest competitor, 
leading the field after the first round 
with a 288, but dropping on Sunday 
after a 309 team score. The Scarlet 
Knights finished in second place 
with a 597 aggregate score, six 
strokes behind the Hoyas. 

Temple took third place with a 
599 team score, the black squad 

from host team Princeton took 
fourth with 600, and Navy rounded 

out the top five with a 601 aggre- 

gate score. 

Individually, the Hoyas played 
better than they have all season, 

shooting 76 or better on nine of 
their 10 qualifying rounds. 

Freshman Andreas Huber turned 
in Georgetown’s best individual per- 
formance of the season, taking third 

place with a 72 and a 73 for a three- 
over-par 145 total. Senior Matt Fin- 
ger also posted one of his best 
finishes of the season. Finger shot 
a 74 in the first round and a 73 in the 
second round to tie for seventh 
place at 147. 

Freshman Tristan Lewis tied for 
12th place with a two-round total of 
150 (74-76). Freshman Cody 

Courbier shota 151 (75-76), placing 
him in a tie for 18th place. Sopho- 
more Dan Giraudo finished four 
strokes behind Courbier with 
rounds of 81 and 74. 

The win at Princeton gives the 
Hoyas a good chance to qualify for 
the NCAA regional, but the Hoyas 
will need to prove themselves with 
a high finish at next weekend’s Penn 
State Invitational in order to so- 
lidify any postseason aspirations. 

a
 

  

  

  
SAILING 
  

Hoyas Qualify for Nationals 
By MerepiTH McCLOSKEY 
Hoya STAFF WRITER   

The Georgetown women’s sail- 
ing team qualified for the ICYRA 
Women’s National Championship 
this past weekend. The squad trav- 
eled to Kings Point, N.Y., last week- 

end to participate in the MAISA 
Women’s Regatta hosted by the 
U.S. Merchant Marine academy. 

No. 11 Georgetown competed 
against nine other teams from the 
Mid-Atlantic district vying for one 
of the top two spots, which would 
send them to nationals. Senior Liz 
Bent and freshman Leah Williams 
dominated the A division. Sopho- 
more skipper Baye Emory led 
sophomores Paige Black and Kate 
Hewson in the “B” division. 

After the first day, the Hoyas 
surprisingly found themselves in 
first place with 77 points, one point 
ahead of Hobart/William Smith. 
They sailed more conservatively 
on the second day in"order to 
assure a second, rather than third- 

place finish. Georgetown clinched 
second place after winning the 
final race in both divisions. Com- 
bined, the Hoyas finished with 

133 points, just behind Hobart/ 

William Smith College which won 
with 122 points. 

Although the women’s squad 
has qualified for nationals every 
season in the past six years, Coach 
Mike Callahan said, “this was the 

most satisfying, because before it 
was assumed that we would win.” 
The women will continue to prac- 
tice hard after class, up to eight 
hours a day. 

While the women’s squad trav- 
eled to New York, the coed squad 

participated in the MAISA Open/ 
Freshman Championships at Old 
Dominion University to tune up 
for'the American Trophy regatta 
this weekend at the Naval Acad- 
emy. The Hoyas finished third 
out of 11 teams with a total of 72 
points. Callahan said the team 
performed well despite wind and 
other difficult conditions. Fresh! 
men Ken Ward and Alex Holtan 
finished second in the A division 
with 31 points while freshman 

Curtis Flood and sophomore Meg 
Nolan dropped to fourth place in 
the B'division due to a disquali- 
fication in the fourth race which 
added a 12-point penalty to their 
score. 

The 11th-ranked coed team will 
attempt to qualify for nationals 
for the first time in over five years 

“at the American Trophy Regatta 
this weekend.     

GEORGETOWN ATHLETIC CALENDAR 
Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday 
  

    

Baseball vs. Mt. St. 

  

   

  

Man, 4 

Baseball at Catholic, 

28 29 
Golf at Penn State 

    
Baseball vs. Rutgers 

(DH), 12 p. 
Men’s      

    

   

SSE VS. 

Rutgers, 
Crew at ceton 
Sailing at Jinerica 

Trophy 

  

Baseball vs. Rutgers, 
12 p.m. 
oy ge 

Washin®n 

  

Baseball vs. Notre 
Dame (DH), 12 p.m. 
Men’s Se VS. 
Syracus 
    

  

  

Baseball vs. Notre 
Dame, 1 ; 
Crew, C 

Sprints 
         

11 12 13 14 

  

Track at James 
Madison Invitational 

15 
  

Crew at Princeton, 
1 3   

    

18     IC4A Outdoor 
19 

Track at ECAC,   20 21   22   
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